


SCI AUCTION PROGRAM POLICIES
SCI IS A SECTION 501(C)(4), NON-PROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATION. OUR MEMBERS ARE conservationists who hunt. Our mission is conservation of wildlife, education 
of the public, and advocacy for hunting and hunters’ rights.  SCI appreciates the support of its donors and members in helping to further its programs and goals. Auction revenue funds a 
great portion of SCI’s operating budget. The majority of the dollars raised goes to support SCI’s conservation and education programs and for protection of the hunter.  The term “auction” 
refers to silent auction, live auction and raffle.

Items donated to SCI and amounts paid to SCI as part of the auction do not qualify as charitable deductions. SCI is not a qualified charitable organization. No portion of any SCI auction 
purchase is eligible for a tax deduction unless it is an auction item (not a raffle item) sold for the benefit of SCI Foundation, which is a qualified charitable organization. If an auction item 
(not a raffle item) is sold for the benefit of the SCI Foundation, the purchaser may be eligible for a charitable deduction for only that portion of the payment that is over the item’s fair market 
(or retail) value (except for raffle ticket purchases, which are not eligible for a charitable deduction in all cases). All auction items are donated to SCI (not SCI Foundation) by SCI exhibitors 
unless otherwise noted. If an auction item is dedicated to benefit SCI Foundation, it will be noted in the description. Charitable deductions should be referred to in IRS Publication 1391, 
Deductibility of Payments Made to Charities Conducting Fund Raising Events and your tax advisor.

These Auction Program Rules and Regulations apply to auctions and raffles conducted for the benefit of SCI and SCI Foundation and the term “SCI” shall include “SCI Foundation” in 
all instances where the auction or raffle is conducted for the benefit of SCI Foundation. Any exceptions to these Auction Program Rules & Regulations must be reviewed and accepted 
by Show Management and, if necessary, the SCI Executive Committee.

STAFF
Raymie Grimm Senior Events Manager
Shawn Murphy Auction Program Manager
Duane Clifford Auction Coordinator
Michael Boido Auction Coordinator
Shannon Lopez Exhibit Services Supervisor
Tate Buzzard Exhibit Services Coordinator

        Sara Hill Events & Registration Supervisor
       Angelica Espinoza Registration Specialist
       Augie Noble Office Assistant 
       Brandon Higgins Events Project Manager

Kathy Butler  Events Project Manager

AUCTION SCHEDULE
Daily Live Auctions
Location: Day Auction Room at the Music City Convention Center 
Items will be available for viewing beginning at 10 a.m. daily.
 Wednesday 12:00 p.m.  “$6,000 or Less” Auction
 Thursday 11:00 a.m. 
 Conservation Tag Auction - Friday - 11:00 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.
 Friday - 11:15 a.m. 
 Saturday 11:00 a.m. 

Evening Live Auctions
Location: Music City Convention Center 
Live auctions will be held during each evening event on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Silent Auctions
Location: Silent Auction Area at the Music City Convention Center
 Wednesday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
 Thursday & Friday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
 Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
 Wed./Thu. Two-day “Hunter’s Heaven” Wed. 10 a.m. - Thu. 3 p.m.
 Fri./Sat. Two-day “Hunter’s Heaven” Fri. 9 a.m. - Sat. 1 p.m.
 Three - day hunt auction Wed. 10 a.m. - Fri. 3 p.m.
 Four-day Silent Wed. 10 a.m. - Sat. 1 p.m.
 (Four-day Silent Auction items will also be available for bidding at the Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evening events.)

 A Sables benefit live and silent auction will be held during the Ladies Luncheon on Friday.  A special Conservation Tag Auction will be held at 11:00 a.m. on Friday, immediately prior to the 
Friday Afternoon Live Auction.

AUCTION PAYMENTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS
Auction payments will be accepted at the auction payments counters. Payments will be taken during the following times:
 Wednesday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
 Thursday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
 Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Note: Evening auction purchases can also be paid for at the evening auction.
Auction items will be distributed from the Auction Distribution Room. A claim ticket, given at time of payment, must be presented to claim merchandise. Collection of auction items 
from donors will be located in the same room. The Auction Distribution Room will be open on the following days and times:
 Monday - Wednesday 8 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
 (Collection of donor items only)
 Thursday - Saturday 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
All auction purchases must be paid for and all non-hunt items picked up by the close of the last day of the Convention on Saturday no later than 5 pm. Items left in SCI inventory, 
either unpaid or uncollected, will be subject to a 10% surcharge above the sales price in addition to shipping and handling fees. Hunts that are not paid for by the close of the 
Convention will also be subject to a 10% surcharge.

SHIPMENT OF AUCTION ITEMS
For your convenience, an authorized package shipper will be available on-site to take care of your packing and shipping needs. A representative will be available to quote fees and coordinate shipping 
arrangements for your auction purchases. Packing and shipping will be located next to the Auction Distribution Room. Prices for shipping will be based on weight, insurance and destination. Packing will 
vary, depending on size, fragility and value of item. It is recommended that large or fragile auction items (those that would be difficult to hand-carry when leaving the Convention) be carefully packed for 
transportation to your home. Packing and shipping operations are completely independent of SCI and all costs involved are the sole responsibility of the purchaser. SCI assumes no responsibility for any 
damage or loss that may occur during shipping.

All tangible items are subject to local sales tax.



WN001 Panama, Panama City
6-day/7-night Panama Blue Water Fishing Trip for Two Anglers 
World-famous Tropic Star Lodge has donated six days of action-packed fishing with seven nights’ 
lodging for two anglers. Schedule this Panamanian Marlin, Dorado, Roosterfish, Cubera Snapper 
and Pacific Sailfish trip for selected dates between June-September, 2024 only. Tropic Star has 
been offering the ultimate in inshore and offshore angling for more than 55 years. Tropic Star was 
rated the number-one fishing resort by Robb Report Magazine, and it boasts over 350 fishing world 
records. Fish aboard a classic 31-foot Bertram boat for the available species of Black/Blue Marlin, 
Roosterfish, Yellowfin Tuna, Pacific Sailfish and many more. Included are double-occupancy classic 
lodge accommodations, all meals, wine during dinner service, sodas, iced tea and afternoon snacks. 
All fishing tackle, guide service and air transfers between Tropic Star Lodge and Panama City are 
included. See outfitter for availability and cost of additional anglers, boat or room upgrades or trip 
extension. Not included are before/after trip expenses, alcoholic beverages and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Panama City, Panama. For more information about this great fishing excursion, 
contact Tropic Star Reservations by phone at 800-682-3424 or by email at info@tropicstar.com or 
reservations@tropicstar.com. Company’s website: www.tropicstar.com 
 Booth No.: 822 Donor’s Valuation: $15,000

WN002 Alaska, Western
10-day Alaska-Yukon Moose Hunt for  
One Hunter 
 BBB Alaska Outfitters & Guides Services 
invites one hunter to Alaska for a 10-day, 1x1 
guided Alaska-Yukon Moose hunt. Method 
of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates in September 2023, only. No 
alternate dates are available. Hunting will 
occur in Alaska’s unit 16, which is known 
for harvesting large Alaska-Yukon Moose. 
Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 
guide service and field prep. Hunter will also 
get the opportunity to fish or hunt Wolf or 
Wolverine, while on this wilderness adventure; 

see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($160), tag ($800), air 
charter ($4,000), packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Anchorage International 
Airport. For more information, contact Bret Bohn by email at bbbalaskaguide@gmail.com or by phone at  
907-315-2820. Company’s website: www.bbbalaska.com
 Booth No.: 216 Donor’s Valuation: $31,500
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WN003 British Columbia, 
10-day British Columbia Mountain Goat Hunt for One Hunter 
Terminus Mountain Outfitters invites one hunter to Northern 
British Columbia on this 10-day, 1x1 guided Mountain Goat hunt. 
Method of take is hunter’s choice, excluding handgun. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for open dates August 23-September 4 or 
September 5-15, 2023, only. No alternate dates are available. 
Their hunting area is located on the famous Gataga and Kechika 
River drainages. The remote base camp is located at the end of 
the Rocky Mountains, offering unique fly-in trips only. This pristine 
area is 3,500 square miles and encompasses some of the best big 
game hunting in British Columbia. The so called ‘White Buffalo’ 
makes a stunning trophy and Terminus Mountain strives to harvest 
old billies, with most specimens in the 9 in. to 9 1/2 in. range 
and some 10 in. plus every year. Included are wall tent or cabin 
accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, firearm permit, trophy 
fees for one Mountain Goat and field prep. Additional hunters are 
welcome for $16,500 and non-hunters are welcome for $5,000. 
Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($1,100), air 
charter ($3,000), packing, shipping (up to $900), government fee 
(5%) on total donation value and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 
is Fort Nelson, British Columbia. For more information, contact 

Craig Kiselbach by email at terminusmtn@gmail.com or by phone at 250-442-7103. Company’s 
website: www.terminusmountain.com 
 Booth No.: 1412 Donor’s Valuation: $16,500

WN004 South Africa, 
10-day South Africa Sable Hunt for Two Hunters 
Long-time donor, exhibitor and SCI life member, Peter 
Thormahlen of Thormahlen & Cochran Safaris, 
has donated a fantastic 10-day, 1x1 guided Sable up 
to 40 inches safari for two hunters in South Africa. 
Method of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with 
outfitter for open dates in March - November 2023 or 
2024. Donation includes trophy fee for one Sable up 
to 40 inches for each hunter in one of T&C’s prime 
hunting concessions. In addition, Lifeform Taxidermy 
will include a taxidermy mount of the Sable for each 

hunter. Lifeform will assist in arranging the import/export documentation between countries. T&C 
provides exclusive hunting lodges with spacious bedrooms and fully equipped bathrooms, excellent 
cuisine, 4x4 Land Cruiser hunting cars, highly trained trackers and skinners, and well-mannered 
and friendly professional hunters. Other game may be added per outfitter’s price list. Hunt includes 
guide service, trophy fee for Sable up to 40 inches for each hunter, field prep, transportation to 
the taxidermist, Sable mount for each hunter, mount shipping to U.S., transportation of trophy to 
shipper, luxury lodge accommodations and all meals. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day 
and additional non-hunters may join at $250/day. Hunt can be extended for $250/day; see outfitter 
for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, VAT 15% on daily rates, firearm 
permit, license ($250/per hunter), government fees ($1,050), dip/pack/ship and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Johannesburg International Airport. Peter received the International Professional 
Hunter of the Year award in 2018; many SCI members who have hunted with T&C are available as 
references. For more information, contact Peter at Int 27 84 5000 370 or Anso at 27 845259009 or 
by email at peter@africatrophyhunting.com or anso@africatrophyhunting.com. Company’s website:  
www.africatrophyhunting.co.za
 Booth No.: 1727 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000
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WN005 Firearms
Krieghoff’s K-20 Victoria or K-20 Parcours 2- Barrel Set 
Krieghoff International joins Safari Club International in celebrating 
women hunters with a unique opportunity for the winner of our 2023 donation. 
Krieghoff is offering its 20 gauge field gun as either the ladies’ favorite, a K-20 Victoria 2 barrel set or 
her male companion’s choice, the K-20 Parcours 2 barrel set. The winner decides the configuration! 
The K-20 Victoria, specially tailored to fit the female frame, gives the discriminating lady shooter the 
perfect companion in the field and on the sporting clay course. Victoria’s oil-finished Turkish Walnut 
Stock features a sophisticated checkering pattern designed for the lady shooter. The chic cream-
colored Victoria case trimmed in tan color leather adds a stylish finishing touch. Krieghoff’s K-20 
Parcours makes a perfect field companion with its well-balanced design that gives the sophisticated 
wing shooter a smooth swing, instinctive aim, and precise shooting. The Prince of Wales style stock 
and 30-inch barrels in both 20 gauge and 28 gauge make this the ideal gun for the wing shooting 
adventure of your choice. Engraved with the full coverage ìEleganza’ engraving across its slender 
20 gauge frame, the K-20 contains all of the robust attributes of a 12 gauge for a familiar feel and 
performance, while maintaining the slender elegance of a 20 gauge. Both the Parcours and Victoria 
stocks feature upgraded Turkish Walnut and the choice of a true right or left hand version. Krieghoff 
continues its support of SCI’s educational and conservation efforts with this package. For additional 
information, contact Jacqui Baughman at 610-847-5173 or by email at jbaughman@krieghoff.com. 
Company’s website: www.krieghoff.com. 
 Booth No.: 1945 Donor’s Valuation: $25,095
We thank Krieghoff International for this 100% donation.

WN006 Argentina, Cordoba
4-day Argentina Dove Shoot for 
Sixteen Hunters 
Sixteen Hunters will be guests 
of Tomas Frontera, owner of 
Frontera Wingshooting, as 
they stay three nights and hunt 
for four days at La Zenaida or El 
Paraiso Lodge, a five-star lodge 
in Argentina. Schedule hunt with 
outfitter for open dates August 
1, 2023-May 30, 2024, only. The 
lodge is located next to one of the 
most highly concentrated dove 
roosts in Cordoba. The lodge 
holds 16 hunters in 8 luxurious 
double occupancy rooms, each 
with a private bath, A/C, central 

heating, WiFi, an outdoor swimming pool and fire pit. This hunt offers the best high-volume experience 
ever, where 1,000 shots a day are common. Included are accommodations, meals, open bar with 
beverages and local spirits, field transfers, guide and gun-cleaning services. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $2,130; non-hunters $1,065. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, licenses 
($75/day/hunter), airport transfers ($200 RT/person), shells ($15.90/box), gun entry permit ($140/
gun), gun rental ($90/day/hunter), bird boy ($30/hunt) and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is 
Cordoba Intl. Airport. For more information, contact Tomas toll free at 888-236-1033 or email clarita@
fronterawingshooting.com. Company’s website: www.fronterawingshooting.com 
 Booth No.: 1505 Donor’s Valuation: $34,080
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WN007 Alaska 
7-day Alaska Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter Aboard 70-foot Luxury Alaska 
Expedition Yacht 
Two of North America’s most prestigious and sought-after outfitters and top SCI donors have 
committed to promoting the advocacy mission and insuring the future of our hunting heritage with this 
world class adventure. Shane Black, SCI’s 2017 North American Professional Hunter of the Year, and 
Keegan McCarthy, SCI’s 2020 North American Professional Hunter of the Year, often referred to as 
the bear experts, have joined together to offer this first-class hunt. One hunter and one non-hunter 
will join Coastal Alaska Adventures to hunt for the largest Black Bears in North America. Coastal 
Alaska Adventures specializes in offering hunting opportunity for giant Coastal Island Black Bears. 
Method of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. Black 
Bear trophies average over 7 ft., with up to 8 ft. Bears harvested yearly. Nearly all Bears make SCI’s 
record book, with opportunity for Wolf on some hunts. Hunt with one of SE Alaska’s premier outfitters. 
While sold as a hunt, their experienced crew will cater to the non-hunters every need. No detail goes 
unnoticed as Keegan and his team work to create the hunt of a lifetime for a magnificent trophy Black 
Bear. The Sikumi is one of the finest vessels offering first class hunts in Alaska, from her tough steel 
hull to her handsome wood-trimmed interior, the Sikumi combines the ruggedness of an ocean-going 
commercial trawler with the elegance of a luxury expedition style yacht. Four private staterooms 
featuring ensuite baths provide private and elegant accommodations for all guests. Their incredible 
chef works to prepare only the best and freshest that Alaska has to offer, often guests catch their 
dinner and watch as the chef prepares Crab, Halibut and Salmon taken directly from the waters of 
southeast Alaska on your hunt. Please join them today to experience one of Alaska’s premier hunting 
destinations. These sought-after hunts are booked years in advance and today is your opportunity to 
join Keegan in his backyard chasing a bucket list Bear. Included are yacht accommodations, meals, 
1x1 guide service and field prep. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, charter flight to and 
from the vessel, license and tags, packing, shipping of trophy and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 
is Juneau, Alaska. For more information, contact Keegan McCarthy at akpointer@hotmail.com or  
907-723-3006. Company’s website: www.wehuntak.com 
 Booth No.: 1523 Donor’s Valuation: $24,950
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WN008 Argentina, La Pampa
7-day Argentina Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters
TGB Outfitters, one of the premier hunting outfitters in Argentina, invites two hunters and two non-
hunters to La Pampa, Argentina, on a 7-day, 1x1 guided hunt for one Gold Medal Red Deer up to 360 
SCI, one Gold Medal Water Buffalo up to 96 SCI, one Gold Medal Blackbuck up to 64 SCI and 
one Gold Medal European Boar. Species donated are to be shared by both hunters. Schedule this 
rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates between March 1-June 30, 2023, or 2024. TGB owner, Alejandro 
Trigo, is an active SCI member and personally takes care of all details associated with the operation. 
In addition, Alejandro is the recipient of SCI’s 2023 International Professional Hunter of the 
Year. Hunt can be upgraded to include Fallow Deer, Axis Deer or Mouflon, Dove shoots or fishing; 
see outfitter for details.  Included are lodge accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees 
for donated species, beverages, laundry service, WiFi and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome 
for $500/day plus trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $350/day. Not included are before/
after hunt expenses, charter flight to La Pampa ($900 per person), license ($450 per hunter), tag ($65 
per trophy), firearm permit, gun rental, ammunition, dipping, packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Ezeiza International Airport. For more information, contact Alejandro Trigo by email 
at info@tgb-outfitters.com or by phone at 830-388-1658. Company’s website: www.tgb-outfitters.com
 Booth No.: 1428 Donor’s Valuation: $31,900

WN009 Sonora, 
6-day Mexico Desert Mule Deer Hunt for Two Hunters 
 Coues Outfitters LLC invites two hunters to 
Sonora, Mexico for a 6-day, 2x1 guided Desert Mule 
Deer hunt. Method of take is rifle, bow, crossbow 
or muzzleloader. Schedule hunt with outfitter for 
open dates between December 2023-January 
2024 or December 2024-January 2025. Coues 
Outfitters Desert Mule Deer hunt will take place 
during the rut season on a private ranch. Included 
are ranch style accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide 
service, roundtrip ground transfers from Tucson, 

Arizona and field prep. Hunters can upgrade to harvest a Coues Deer for $5,000 per person; 
see outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $13,000 and non-hunters are 
welcome for $500. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($350 per hunter), tag 
($1,000 per hunter), packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure is Tucson, Arizona. For 
more information, contact Bobby Boido by email at bobby@couesoutfitters.com or by phone at  
520-490-8367. Company’s website: www.couesoutfitters.com
 Booth No.: 2927 Donor’s Valuation: $26,000
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WN010 Artwork - Original Art
Original Oil Painting Titled ‘Stand 
Your Ground’ by Stephane Alsac 
Alsac Fine Art has donated an 
Original oil painting titled ìStand 
Your Ground’ by Stephane Alsac. 
This beautiful oil painting shows off 
Desert Big Horn Sheep standing 
strong and poised. Stephane Alsac 
is a contemporary hyper-realistic 
painter. His paintings, most often 
oil paintings, represent animals 
with an astonishing realism close 
to photography. The idea here is 

not to reproduce a photo, but to sublimate the animal and make it ìmore real than life’. Painting is 
55-inches wide x 25-inches high. For more information, contact Stephane Alsac by email at stephane.
alsac@free.fr or by phone INT. 336 30310470. Company’s website: www.stephane-alsac.com
 Booth No.: 2929 Donor’s Valuation: $30,000

WN011 Oregon or Washington, Oregon Coast
10-day Oregon or Washington Roosevelt Elk Hunt for One Hunter 
Upfront Outfitters has donated a 10-day, 1x1 guided Roosevelt 
Elk hunt that can take place in Washington State or can be a two-
state combo hunt. Method of take is hunter’s choice, excluding 
crossbow. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates November 
2024 or 2025. This outfitter has hunted elk all over the country 
and has over 30 years’ experience hunting this hard-earned 
species. This hunt includes a total of 10-days hunting: six days of 
Roosevelt Elk hunting in Washington State, a travel/laundry day 
and then an additional four days of hunting the Oregon Coast 
during the opening of the first rifle season. This gives the hunter 
seeking a Roosevelt Elk the opportunity to hunt two different 
states and two different opening seasons. In the past five years, 
on a 10-day hunt, the outfitter has had 100% shot opportunity. 
Hunters seeking the grand slam can also add a 5-day Oregon 
Black-tailed Deer for $5,500; see outfitter for details. There is 
no combined season, but Oregon’s best rifle buck hunt starts 
immediately prior to the start of the elk hunt. This would allow 
a hunter to hunt Black-tailed Deer for 5 days and then move 
right into a Roosevelt elk hunt. Included are meals, lodging, 

1x1 guide service, field prep and meat prep for delivery to butcher/
taxidermist. Hunt can be extended for $1,000/day. Additional hunters 
are welcome for $12,500 and non-hunters are welcome for $2,500. 
Not included are before/after hunt expenses, travel expenses, car 
rental, airport pickup ($350/person), Oregon license ($172) and 
tags (guaranteed elk tag $878, deer $443.50), Washington elk 
tag ($497) and land access ($30), gratuities and accommodations 
before/after hunt. Oregon hunters can upgrade to their private land 
hunt for $2,500; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is 
Portland, Oregon. For more information, contact Mike Jenkins at 
upfrontoutfitters@yahoo.com or 360-560-7620. Company’s website: 
www.upfrontoutfitters.com 

 Booth No.: 662 Donor’s Valuation: $14,500
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WN012 Alaska, Southwest
8-day Alaska Brown Bear or Grizzly Bear Hunt for One Hunter 
Cavner and Julian invite one hunter to Alaska for an 8-day, 1x1 guided Alaskan Brown or Grizzly 
Bear hunt. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates between August 
20-September 30, 2023, only. No alternate dates are available. The successful bidder will begin 
the trip by traveling to Cavner and Julian’s historic rustic base camp with log cabins in the Alaskan 
Wilderness. While hunting for Brown Bear you will be sleeping in a spike tent camp. Bears will be 
feeding on berries on the hillsides and scavenging for food, a great spot and stalk area. In addition, 
you can fish from the base camp; see outfitter for details. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 
guide service, trophy fee for one Brown/Grizzly Bear and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome 
for $16,500. Hunter has the option to harvest a second Bear for $7,000. Not included are before/after 
hunt expenses, hunting license ($160), fishing license ($70), round trip flight from Anchorage to camp 
(approx. $950), dipping, packing and shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Anchorage, 
Alaska. For more information, contact Stacie Cavner by email at stacie.cavner@gmail.com or by 
phone at 907-223-9386. Company’s website: www.huntingadventure.com 
 Booth No.: 1017 Donor’s Valuation: $20,000

WN013 Spain, 
5-day Spain European Red Deer or European Roe Deer 
Hunt for Two Hunters 
Espacaza-Spain Jose Mallo invites two hunters to Spain 
for a 5-day, 1x1 guided hunt for the choice of Iberian Red 
Deer or European Roe Deer. Both hunters will choose 
one of the species listed to hunt and the trophy fees will 
be included for the best available. Method of take is rifle, 
bow or muzzleloader. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open 
dates between September 2023-July 2024 or September 
2024-July 2025. Included are accommodations, meals, 
1x1 guide service, trophy fees for one of the species listed 
per hunter and field prep. Hunt can be extended for $790/
day per hunter. Hunt can be upgraded to include additional 

species per outfitters pricelist; see outfitter for details. Additional 
hunters are welcome for $790/day plus trophy fees and non-
hunters are welcome for $350/day. Not included are before/
after hunt expenses, license ($250 per hunter), 21% VAT on 
total donation value ($3,465), firearm permit, dipping, packing 
& shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Madrid, 
Spain. For more information, contact Jose Mallo by email at  
jose@espacaza.com or by phone at Int. 34666551735. 
Company’s website: www.espacaza.com 

 Booth No.: 2227 Donor’s Valuation: $16,500
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WN014 Pakistan, 
10-day Pakistan Himalayan Ibex Hunt for One Hunter 
Hunt Pakistan on this 10-day, 1x1 guided hunt for a Himalayan Ibex for one hunter donated by 
Valencia Expeditions.Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates between 
December 15, 2023-March 30, 2024, only. No alternate dates are available. Hunting will occur 
in the Balistan province of Pakistan. Included are accommodations, meals, guide service and 
trophy fee for one Himalayan Ibex, 4x4 ground vehicles during hunt and field prep. Hunt can 
be upgraded to include Sind Ibex, Blandsford Urial or Punjab Urial; see outfitter for details. Not 
included are any before/after hunt expenses, license/government fees/local area fees ($8,500), 
roundtrip air or ground transfers to the hunting area from Islamabad, firearm permit, dip/pack/
ship and gratuities. Arrival/departure is point Islamabad, Pakistan. For more information, contact 
Michael Valencia or Ali Shaw at 213-399-0831 or michaelvalencia1@cs.com. Company’s website:  
www.valenciaexpeditions1917.com 
 Booth No.: 1333 Donor’s Valuation: $14,000

WN015 Clothing - General
Natural Silver Fox Full Length Coat 
David Green Master Furrier has graciously donated this 
spectacular Silver Fox Full Length Coat with a double fur hood 
and crosscut tuxedo front. The rich coloration is a testament to its 
true quality. With a contemporary fit and design, this sensational 
coat is a necessity for your winter wardrobe. Size of the coat is 
small/medium and is not exchangeable. For more information, 
contact Shani Green by phone at 907-277-9595 or by email at  
dgsgfurs@aol.com. Company’s website: www.davidgreenfurs.com
 Booth No.: 2211 Donor’s Valuation: $18,000
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WN016 Texas, Utopia
3-day Texas Scimitar Horned Oryx and Waterbuck Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter
Recordbuck Ranch invites one hunter and one non-hunter to Texas for a 3-day, 1x1 guided Scimitar 
Horned Oryx and Waterbuck hunt. Method of take is rifle, bow or crossbow. Schedule hunt with 
outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. RecordBuck is the premier destination for year-round hunting 
in Texas for a variety species from around the world. The ranch is located at the southern part of the 
picturesque hill country providing hunting in various landscapes. Included are lodge accommodations, 
meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for donated species and field prep. Additional hunters are 
welcome for $425/day plus trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $200/day. Hunt can be 
extended for $425/day, or additional species may be added per outfitters price list; see outfitters 
for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($48), packing, shipping, car rental 
and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Utopia, Texas. For more information, contact Charles 
Herndon by email at info@recordbuck.com or by phone at 830-966-2301. Company’s website:  
www.recordbuck.com
 Booth No.: 335 Donor’s Valuation: $13,000

WN017 British Columbia, 
Northern
10-day British Columbia Mountain 
Goat Hunt for One Hunter 
One hunter will travel to British 
Columbia for a 10-day, 1x1 guided 
Mountain Goat hunt donated by 
Full Curl Stone Outfitters. Method 
of take is rifle, bow and crossbow. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open 
dates August 30-September 8, 2023, 
only. No alternate dates are available. 
Luke Vince is a fifth-generation Big 
Game outfitter with vast knowledge of 
hunting in Northern British Columbia. 
Included are: accommodations, 
meals, 1x1 guide service, WiFi 
at basecamp, roundtrip ground 
transportation to/from Whitehorse, 

and field prep. Non-hunters are welcome for $500 per day and hunt can be upgraded to hunt Elk, 
Black Bear or Wolf; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license 
($180), tag ($350), hunter preservation fee ($250),  harvest royalty ($100), air charter ($2,000), 5% 
sales tax, packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Whitehorse, Yukon. For more 
information, contact Luke Vince by email at luke_vince@hotmail.com or by phone at 587-988-2930.
 Booth No.: 656 Donor’s Valuation: $20,000
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WN018 New Zealand, Napier
5-day/4-night New Zealand Sika Deer and Fallow Deer Hunt 
for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters
Kaweka Hunting out of Napier New Zealand is proud to 
donate a 5-day/4night, 1x1 guided hunt for two hunters and 
two non-hunters. Each hunter will be hunting Sika Deer and 
a European Fallow Deer. Sika Deer hunting will be free 
range and the European Fallow Deer hunt will be on a private 
ranch. Method of take is rifle, muzzleloader, crossbow, or 
bow. The hunt can be scheduled with outfitter for open dates 
from April-July 2023 or 2024. This hunt will take place on 
the North Island of New Zealand out on the eastside of the 
island near Napier. This is right in the middle of best wine 
country that New Zealand has to offer with sights of the 
Pacific Ocean in the distance. The Sika Deer is one of the 
best trophies New Zealand offers. They are very elusive and 
can be very frustrating to hunt because they are very aware 
of what is going on around them and when they are not sure 
of something they sound the alarm. The Sika Deer will weigh 

up to 180 pounds and are charcoal in color with brown spots and a dorsal strip from neck to tail.  The 
Fallow Deer originally came to New Zealand in 1864 from Europe and Asia. There are three basic 
color variations, black, spotted, white or light gray. Each hunter will take one Fallow Deer in the Silver-
medal range, and some could go into the Gold-medal category.  Included are accommodations, meals, 
1x1 guide service, trophy fees for the 2 Sika Deer and 2 Fallow Deer, and field prep with delivery to 
a local taxidermist for expediting. This hunt can be upgraded to include additional species and days: 
see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, dipping, firearm permit 
($25NZ per hunter, if bringing a rifle), packaging/shipping and gratuities. Arrival and departure point 
is Napier, New Zealand. For more information on this donation please contact Bill Perkins at 1-866-
320-1495 or by email at hunt@Kawekahunting.com. Company’s website: www.kawekahunting.com.
 Booth No.: 638 Donor’s Valuation: $27,000

WN019 Wyoming, Weston
3-day Wyoming Pheasant and Chukar Shoot for 
Four Hunters
Four people will travel to Wyoming for a 3-day 
guided Pheasant and Chukar wingshooting 
experience donated by Sweetgrass At 
Thunderbasin. Schedule hunt with outfitter for 
open dates between August-November 2023 or 
2024. This wonderful wingshoot is for unlimited 
birds over three days of walk-up and driven-style 
shooting in three unique hunting areas, each 

area has varied topography (no corn rows) and beautiful national park-like scenery. Sweetgrass at 
Thunderbasin is comprised of nearly 6,000 acres of the Western Black Hills, which is located 45 miles 
Northeast of Gillette, Wyoming. It’s surrounded by 40,000 acres of national and state forest service 
land. Included are accommodations, guide service, meals, roundtrip airport transportation, beverages 
and alcohol, use of amenities at the lodge, use of guide dogs and field prep. Additional hunters are 
welcome for $6,250 and non-hunters are welcome for $4,500. Hunt can be extend or upgraded 
to harvest Sharp-tail Grouse; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, 
licenses ($68 per person), packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Campbell County 
Airport. For more information, contact Deirdre Wildman by email at sales@sweetgrassthunderbasin.
com or by phone at 307-363-3665. Company’s website: www.SweetgrassThunderbasin.com
 Booth No.: 554 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000
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WN020 Artwork - Hand-Crafted
Cold Bronze with Handmade Wooden and Metal 
Frame 
This is a shared donation between Universal 
Sportsman’s, Kelly Mitchell Jewelry, Two Hats 
Ranch. This unique Cold Bronze Wildlife piece 
is framed with a handmade wooden and metal 
frame. This powerful 3D artwork is a perfect for 
any setting indoors or outdoors, this piece is 
approximately 80-inches x 60-inches. For more 
information, contact Emaneul Kapp by email at 
emaneul@us7media.com or by phone at 971-373-
3166. Company’s website: www.universalhunter.
com 

 Booth No.: 1600 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000
We thank Universal Sportsmans for this 100% donation.

WN021 British Columbia, Penticton
10-day British Columbia Shiras Moose and Mountain Lion 
Hunt for One Hunter 
Canada West Outfitters invites one hunter to British 
Columbia for a 10-day, 1x1 guided Shiras Moose and 
Mountain Lion hunt. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for 
open dates November 21-30, 2023 or 2024. Canada West 
Outfitters is in the beautiful South Okanagan highlands of 
British Columbia. It is one of the most famous concessions 
for Shiras Moose, trophy Mountain Lion and Canadian Lynx. 
Their area has the highest population number of Shiras 
Moose in this region of British Columbia. The hunting area 
is well known for producing some of the biggest Mountain 
Lions in the world. Included are accommodations, meals, 
1x1 guide service, round trip transportation to Penticton 
Airport and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to included 
Lynx or Bobcat for $7,500; see outfitter for details. Not 
included are before/after hunt expense, license ($1,200), tag 
($700), firearm permit, rifle rental (up to $400), government 
fee ($1,000), dipping, packing & shipping and gratuities. 
Additional hunters are welcome for $30,000 and non-
hunters are welcome for $350/day. Arrival/departure point 

is Penticton Airport. For more information, 
contact Robin Lee by email at robinlee@telus.
net or by phone at 250-499-6214. Company’s 
website: http://canadawestoutfitters.com 

 Booth No.: 2659 Donor’s Valuation: 
$30,000
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WN022 Spain, 
5-day Spain Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters
Two hunters and two non-hunters will travel to Spain and hunt 
with globally recognized fair-chase renowned outfitter, Eurohunts 
Spain by Alvaro Villegas, a member of CBEO (Craig Boddington 
Endorsed Outfitter) & A.P.T.C.E (Spanish Professional Hunters 
Association). Hunters will have the choice of harvesting one of 
following species one Iberian Mouflon or one Roe Deer or one 
Fallow Deer. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates in 2023 or 2024. Each hunter will choose one of 
the species listed to hunt and the trophy fees for that animal are 
included. The hunt takes place at the exclusive hunting units at the 
central Spain’s mountain ranges, where large, wooded areas with 
open-wide meadows make the perfect wild habitat for large trophy 
bulls. The hunter has the freedom to add more hunting species (4 

Spanish Ibex, Iberian Red Deer, Cantabrian & Pyrenean Chamois, Aoudad, Balerarian Goat and more 
as well as extend the duration of the trip. This is a 5-day program, including 3 days of rifle hunting. 
Included are full hunt organization, airport reception by Eurohunts staff in Madrid, guns clearance, a 
full-time English-speaking professional hunting guide, game keepers/rangers service with SUV and 
4x4 cars, all ground transportation including airport transfers, charming Spanish traditional country-
style luxury hotel set in a privileged position near the hunting area, exquisite Mediterranean cuisine 
including the finest Spanish wines and spirits as reasonable, trophy fees for one of the species listed 
per hunter, trophy field preparation, VIP bullfight tickets and scoring by master measurer. Additional 
hunters are welcome for $695/day and non-hunters are welcome for $295/day. Hunt can be extended, 
contact outfitter for details. Not included in the value are non-resident state hunting license ($180), 
mandatory hunting insurance ($100), upgrade for medal-class permit if wanted, taxidermy & shipping, 
hotels after or before the hunt in Madrid if needed and 21% VAT ($4,221) on the hunt value. Arrival/
departure point is Madrid, Spain. For more information, contact Alvaro at info@eurohunts.es or Int. 
34-670-90-86-55. Company’s website: www.eurohunts.es
 Booth No.: 2827 Donor’s Valuation: $20,100

WN023 Namibia, 
12-day Namibia Exportable Elephant Hunt for One Hunter 
and One Non-Hunter 
One hunter and one non-hunter will travel to a Caprivi 
Communal Conservancy in Namibia for this 12-day, 
1x1 guided Elephant hunt donated by Ndumo Safaris. 
Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates in 2023, only. No alternate dates are 
available. Included are safari camp accommodations, 
meals, 1x1 guide service, CITES permit, firearm permit 
and field prep. Hunt may be upgraded to include Plains 
Game or Dangerous Game; see outfitter for price list. Not 
included are any before/after hunt expenses, trophy fee 

for Elephant ($25,000), taxidermy, dipping, packing, shipping and gratuities. Fifty percent of trophy 
fee is payable in February of the year the hunt is taken, with the remaining 50% to be paid after 
the hunt. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome; see outfitter for details. Hunt can be 
extended for $1,500/day; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is Windhoek, Namibia. For 
more information, contact Karl Stumpfe at Int. 264 81 1285 416 or karl@huntingsafaris.net. Company 
website: www.huntingsafaris.net. 
 Booth No.: 2335 Donor’s Valuation: $24,000
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WN024 Bolivia, 
6-day Bolivia Dorado Fishing for Two Anglers
Untamed Angling invites two anglers to Bolivia for a 
6-day, 2x1 guided Dorado fishing experience. Schedule 
trip with outfitter for open dates between June and July 
2023, only. No alternate dates are available. This fly-fishing 
experience will occur in the jungle waters of Tsimane in 
Bolivia. Tsimane opens the possibility to fly fish for huge 
Dorado in clear, small mountain rivers surrounded by 
virgin rainforest. Most of the fishing at Tsimane is done by 
wet wading in the river or fishing from the banks. The river 
structure varies tremendously from section to section, 
from sandy and small gravel beaches to sharp volcanic 
rock shoals, and then transitioning through all manner 
of freestones and boulder-strewn rivers. Included are 
accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide service, air charter, 
beverages, laundry service, WiFi and use of fishing gear. 
Additional anglers are welcome for $7,520 and non-
anglers are welcome for $5,570. Not included are before/
after hunt expenses, packing, shipping and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is Santa Cruz de La Sierra, Bolivia. 

For more information, contact Marcelo Perez by email at ceo@uangling.com or by phone at Int. 
59175077762. Company’s website: www.untamedangling.com
 Booth No.: 256 Donor’s Valuation: $15,040

WN025 Artwork - Sculpture
Original Bronze Sculpture, Titled “Moose Hollow” by 
C.M. Chip Jones    
C.M. ‘Chip’ Jones-Big Rock Bronze Works has donated 
an Original Bronze Sculpture, titled “Moose Hollow”. 
Chip Jones created a unique technique of throwing, 
dripping and splashing molten metals using cast iron 
ladles over fifteen years ago. No one else in the world, 

to his knowledge, creates relief sculpture this way. He will 
tell you that, ìhis brushes are cast iron and his paint is 
2300 degrees’. You can find his work in all 50 states, 
around the world and many fine museums. This beautiful 
piece is 64-in H x 35-in W x 8-in D and weights 75 LBS. 
For more information, contact Chip Jones at 406-626-
4696 or by email at cmjones@cmjones.net. Company’s 
website: www.bigrockbronze.com.

 Booth No.: 435 Donor’s Valuation: $21,000



WN026 South Africa, Nyara
6-day/7-night South Africa Sable and Roan Hunt for Two Hunters 
Wintershoek Johnny Vivier Safaris will host two hunters in South Africa’s Northern Cape Province 
for a 6-day/7-nights, 2x1 guided, Sable and Roan hunt. Species are to be shared by both hunters. 
Method of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023, only; no 
alternate dates are available. Wintershoek Johnny Vivier Safaris, 2019 SCI International Hunter of 
The Year and has hosted more than 5,000 happy clients on hunts. They know what it takes to create 
the perfect hunting and safari experience. The hunt will take place at the Nyara Lodge, which is 
situated in the Northern Cape province, or their massive and also stunning 106,000 acre Karreekloof 
area. The hunting area used for the hunt depends on availability and dates; see outfitter for more 
details. You will experience solace for your soul while hunting in either breathtakingly beautiful area. 
Donation includes 2x1 guide service, trophy fee for best-available Sable and Roan, full-board lodge 
accommodations, meals and field prep. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome; see outfitter 
for details. Hunt may be extended or upgraded to include additional game per outfitter’s current price 
list. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, round trip domestic flights between Johannesburg 
and Kimberley, return ground transfer ($500), firearm permit, gratuities, dipping, packing, and shipping. 
Arrival/departure point is Kimberly, South Africa. For more information, contact Strauss Jordaan at 
info@wintershoeksafaris.com or Int. 27 53 204 0042. Company’s website: 
www.wintershoeksafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 3019 Donor’s Valuation: $21,050

WN027  Pennsylvania, 
5-day Pennsylvania Northeastern White-Tailed Deer Hunt 
for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Russell and Lori Walk of Quest Haven Lodge/Walk’s 
Premier Whitetails are donating this 5-day, 1x1 guided 
Northeastern White-Tailed Deer hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter. The size of the deer harvested by hunter 
on Quest Haven’s Platinum Hunt will average 400 SCI; see 
outfitter for more details. Or the winning bidder can opt for 
the hunt to be, two hunters and two non-hunters with 

each hunter having the opportunity to harvest one silver medal Northeastern White-tailed Deer; 
consult with outfitter for more details. The winner of this auction will have choice of dates during their 
prime season in 2023, 2024 or 2025. Quest Haven breaks several records every season, placing many 
in the top five, along with several number one bucks. Donation includes lodging, meals, airport transfers, 
1x1 guide service, trophy fees and field prep. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, shipping 
of taxidermy and gratuities. Stop by the Quest Haven booth to see the photos and mounts of the 
trophy deer harvested during the 2022 hunting season. Arrival/departure point is SCE (State College 
University Park Airport). For more information, contact the Walks at 814-312-3204 or 814-312-3203, or 
email questhavenlodge@gmail.com. Company’s website: www.questhavenlodge.com
Booth No.: 2339 Donor’s Valuation: $20,00014
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TN001 Texas, Hondo
4-day Texas Armenian Mouflon, Aoudad and Iranian Red 
Sheep Hunt for Two Hunters 
Hunt the famed 777 Ranch on this 4-day/3-night, 2x1 
guided Armenian Mouflon, Aoudad and Iranian Red 
Sheep hunt, for two hunters. Species will be shared by 
the hunters. Method of take is hunters’ choice. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023, only. No 
alternate dates are available. The 777 Ranch has been 
the premier hunting ranch in the United States for over 50 
years. Since professional hunter Jeff Rann, acquired the 
777 Ranch, it has been his goal to bring many parts of 
the world together through their animals. The 777 Ranch 
sits on the edge of the Texas Hill Country, spanning over 
5,500 acres. They have put together a package offering 
up some of the world’s most unique animals. All species 
hunted are born and raised on it’s property through the 777 
Ranch’s extensive breeding program. Most of the species 
are hundreds strong and multiple trophies are available in 
all species. They look forward to hosting your stay here 

and giving you the opportunity of a lifetime. This is not a put-and-take-hunt, and we strongly suggest 
making it a rifle hunt. Included are double occupancy accommodations; meals; guide service; 
trophy fees for one Aoudad, one Armenian Mouflon and one Iranian Red Sheep; and field prep. 
Hunt can be upgraded to harvest additional species; see outfitter for details. Not included are any 
before/after expenses, licenses ($48 hunter), packaging/shipping of trophies, Texas hotel taxes and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Hondo, Texas. For more information, contact Nicole Villarreal or 
Peter Rojas by email at ranch_777@yahoo.com or by phone at 830-426-3476. Company’s website: 
www.777ranch.com 
 Booth No.: 1645 Donor’s Valuation: $10,950

TN002 British Columbia, 
9-day British Columbia Mountain Goat Hunt for One 
Hunter
Mike Gilson of Spatsizi River Outfitters invites one 
hunter to Northern British Columbia for a 9-day, 1x1 
guided American Mountain Goat hunt. Schedule this 
rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates during the fall 
hunting season of 2023 or 2024. Spatsizi River Outfitters 
operates in remote wilderness parks considered the 
jewel of Northern British Columbia. Mountain Goat 
hunting with Spatsizi River Outfitters require a great 
deal of determination and a high degree of conditioning 
from the hunter. These magnificent animals live on 
the vertical mountain sides, making these the most 

physically demanding hunts that they operate. Included are remote wilderness accommodations, 
meals, 1x1 guide service, roundtrip air charter from Smithers, British Columbia and field prep. In 
addition, hunt includes a wolf tag; see outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $25,500 
and non-hunters are welcome for $6,500. Hunt can be upgraded to include caribou, moose or stone 
sheep. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($500), tag ($450), firearm permit, 
packing/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Smithers, British Columbia. For more 
information, contact Mike Gilson by email at admin@spatsizi.com or by phone at 250-847-9692. 
Company’s website: www.spatsizi.com
 Booth No.: 2517 Donor’s Valuation: $25,500
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TN003 New Zealand, South Island
5-day New Zealand Red Stag Hunt up to 400 SCI for Two Hunters 
Two hunters are invited to join Shane Johnston of Four Seasons 
Safaris New Zealand on this 5-day, 2x1 guided, rifle, bow or 
muzzleloader hunt for Red Stag up to 400 SCI. Shane Johnston is 
an SCI life member, an outfitter/guide for over 20 years, recipient 
of the Nebraska Chapter 2010 Outfitter of the Year Award, Dallas 
Safari Club’s 2007 Outfitter of the Year award and Houston Safari 
Club’s 2013 Professional Hunter of the Year. Be assured you are 
in the hands of one of the finest professionals in the industry. 
Schedule this exciting Red Stag hunt to the scenic South Island of 
New Zealand for open dates during February-July 2024 or 2025. 

Experience New Zealand’s premier game estate while hunting Red Stag over the most stunning 
hill country looking out to the Pacific Ocean and hunting into dense woodlands. Whether you are 
a rifle or bow hunter, our property is second to none for an exciting, fair-chase Red Stag hunt. You 
will enjoy being with our team of experienced, professional and enthusiastic guides dedicated to 
hunting record book trophies and giving you the hunters, a dream hunt to enjoy. Come on a journey 
with Four Seasons to experience the very best of NZ. This is guaranteed to be the hunting trip of a 
lifetime, in which you will enjoy the excitement and adventure that comes with safety and success. 
Included are four nights’ accommodation in the heart of the stag hunting area, meals, 2x1 guide 
service, field prep of trophies and trophy fees for one Red Stag up to SCI 400 for each hunter. Four 
Seasons Safaris specialize in trophy hunting for all of New Zealand’s big-game animals, and it offers 
hunters and non-hunter’s ocean fishing, helicopter safaris, golf, horse treks, whale watching, scuba 
diving, train excursions, farm tours, shopping and so much more. Hunt can be upgraded to hunt 
larger stags and additional species. You can also book additional days as well as many activities 
and adventures for the entire family. Additional hunters & observers are more than welcome. This 
donated hunt is not to be taken in conjunction with any other NZ hunt or a hunt currently booked with 
Four Seasons Safaris. Not included are firearm permits, accommodation outside guiding days, resort 
accommodations (from $450 twin/double shared room a night), taxidermy/expediting, export fees and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Christchurch, South Island New Zealand. For more information, 
contact Shane Johnston by phone at Int. 011-64-3-3193159, or by email at info@fourseasons.co.nz. 
Company’s website: www.fourseasons.co.nz 
 Booth No.: 517 Donor’s Valuation: $21,000

TN004 Argentina, San Javier
4-day/5-night Argentina Bird Shoot and Golden Dorado Fishing 
for Sixteen Hunters
Pointer Outfitters invites 16 shooters to Argentina for a 4-day/5-
night, 1x1 guided Dove hunt and Dorado fishing. Method of 
take is shotgun. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates 
between September 2023-April 2024 or September 2024-April 
2025. Pointer Outfitters exclusive rights to many of CÛrdoba’s 
most revered Dove hunting properties, in the hills and in the flat 

lands, you are guaranteed to have the hunt of a lifetime. In addition to enjoying the big volume birds 
and hot barrels as much as you can in Cordoba you will fly fish in a huge marshland for Dorado. 
You can wade small areas of shallow water running from lagoon to lagoon, as well as small creeks 
around the San Javier River, to the huge Parana River for some of the best Dorado fishing. Included 
are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, ground transportation during hunt. Not included are 
before/after hunt expenses, license ($70/day per hunter), gun rental ($75/day per hunter), ammo ($15 
per box), roundtrip airport transfers ($190 per hunter), firearm permit, packing, shipping and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point Buenos Aires International Airport. For more information, contact Danny De 
Rosario by email at derozario@pointeroutfitters.com or by phone 214-287-1288. Company’s website: 
www.pointeroutfitters.com
 Booth No.: 153 Donor’s Valuation: $32,000
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TN005 Jewelry
One Blue Violet Oval Natural Tanzanite and Diamond 
Necklace 
For those with exquisite taste in jewelry, Baranof 
Jewelers has donated a breathtaking One Blue Violet 
Vivid 9.00 Carat Oval Natural Tanzanite and Diamond 
Necklace, set in 14 Karat gold, surrounded by 1.50 
carats of Round Brilliant cut diamonds, F color, Vs1 
Clarity. The intensity of this spectacular Tanzanite 
is mesmerizing!  An extremely vivid, intense deep 
blue with a violet aura. For more information, contact 
Andrea Hernandez by phone at 435-658-3877 or 
by email at baranofjewlers@msn.com. Company’s 
website: www.baranofjewelers.com 
 Booth No.: 1023 Donor’s Valuation: $24,000

TN006 Alberta, 
6-day Alberta Wolf Hunt for Four 
Hunters 
Four hunters will travel to Alberta, 
Canada for this exciting 6-day, 
2x1 guided Wolf hunt donated by 
Savage Encounters. Method of 
take is hunter’s choice. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for open dates 
December 1, 2023-April 15, 
2024, only. No alternate dates 
are available. If you are up to a 
challenge this is the hunt for you. 
Wolves are the ìGhosts of the 
Rockies’, and Alberta’s hardest 
trophy. They are big (up to 180 
lbs) and these crafty canines 
don’t come easy, but well worth 
the patience. Included are lodge 
accommodations, meals, guide 

service and, trophy fees for one Wolf for each hunter. Additional hunters are welcome at $6,500 per 
hunter and non-hunters are welcome $2,000. Trip can be extended at $1,000 per day. Not included 
are any before/after hunt expenses, licenses ($200 per hunter), tags ($100 per hunter), CITES permits 
($200 per hunter), packaging/shipping ($200 per Wolf), government fees ($250 per hunter), firearm 
permits ($25 per hunter), field prep and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Caroline, Alberta. For more 
information, contact Chad Lenz at 403-844-7603 or info@savageencounters.com. Company’s website:  
www.savageencounters.com 
 Booth No.: 1133 Donor’s Valuation: $26,000
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TN007 Alaska, Iliamna
6-day/7-night Alaska Salmon, Trout, Char, Pike 
and Grayling Fishing Trip for Two Anglers 
Angry Eagle Lodge and Outfitters is pleased 
to support SCI by donating this exclusive 
weeklong fishing trip, 7 nights & 6 days, for two 
anglers at their lodge. The lodge is located in 
Pedro Bay on Alaska’s Lake Iliamna, which was 
named one of the top-25 fishing lodges in North 
America by Field & Stream magazine. This trip 
is available during the summer of 2023 or 2024 
and includes gourmet meals, luxury lodging, 
daily laundry and maid service, guides, fly-
out fishing trips on their 2 DHC-2 DeHavilland 

Beaver airplanes, boat out trips, jet boat, fly, bait and spinning rods & reels and all terminal tackle. 
Not included is the air charter between Anchorage and the lodges’ landing strip ($500 per person), 
fishing licenses and tags ($60 per person), and gratuities. Additional anglers and non-anglers are 
welcome for $9,000; see outfitter for details. The winning bidder will enjoy all that Alaska has to offer 
and more at the lodge, which features private bedrooms with en-suite bathroom, a large great room 
with huge windows overlooking the lake and a 2000 square-foot deck with a fire pit. The lodge is 
nestled within 110 acres of private land between Lake Clark National Park and Katmai National Park 
and is ideally located in this premier region of Alaska well known for its abundance of trophy Trout, 
Arctic Char and Salmon. Bid on this great donation and become one of the many happy members of 
the Angry Eagle family. You’ll arrive as a guest but you’ll leave as a friend. Arrival/departure point is 
Pedro Bay, Alaska. For more information contact Angry Eagle Lodge & Outfitters at 615-260-5379 or 
email Andy@angryeagle.com or derek@angryeagle.com. Company website: www.angryeagle.com 
 Booth No.: 1209 Donor’s Valuation: $21,000

TN008 Texas, Brady
4-day/3-night Texas Arabian Oryx and 
Multi-Horned Sheep Hunt for One Hunter 
and One Non-Hunter
Champion Ranch invites one hunter and 
one non-hunter to Texas for a 4-day/3-
night, 1x1 guided Arabian Oryx and 
Jacobs Four Horn (Multi-Horned) Sheep 
hunt. Method of take is hunter’s choice. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open 
dates in 2023, only. No alternate dates are 

available. Champion Ranch is the premier luxury resort for 
anyone looking for a world-class adventure. Their experienced 
guides are lifelong hunters and have led countless guests to 
bring home legendary trophies. You’ll forge that deep respect 
and bond with the animal that only hunters know. The pursuit 
you embark on will give you an unforgettable story told for 
generations to come. Included are accommodations, meals, 

1x1 guide service, trophy fees for donated game, CITES permit and field prep. Additional guests are 
welcome at current lodging rates plus trophy fees and guests sharing a room are welcome for $300/
day.  Hunt can be extended for $1,650/day; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt 
expenses, license ($48), shipping, packing, meat processing and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is 
Brady, Texas. For more information, contact Kani Darden by email at  kani@championranch.com or 
by phone at 806-500-5878. Company’s website: www.championranch.com
 Booth No.: 2023 Donor’s Valuation: $20,950
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TN009 Bulgaria, 
10-days Bulgaria Gold Medal Red Deer and 3 other species for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Safari Season donates a 10-hunting days/11-nights, 1x1 guided Big Game free ranging rifle or bow 
hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Bulgaria. Schedule this hunt with outfitter for open dates 
in October 10-17, 2023, only. No alternate dates are available. Method of take is rifle or bow. This 
donation includes the trophy fees for  Gold Medal Red Deer, Fallow Deer, Balkan Chamois and 
Wolf. Hunt is good until trophy is taken or wounded, or three reasonable chances have been missed 
or passed over up to a maximum of seven days. Included are accommodations in luxury lodge, 
transportation during hunting, meals, English-speaking guide, and field prep. The hunt will be filmed 
for Safari Season TV Show - it has two seasons and more than 80 episodes aired in 52 countries in 
Europe, Latin America & Asia. The bidder will receive the video of the ready episode/s. Not included are 
hunting license for the hunter ($9,000), ground transfers ($900 per person), dip/pack/ship, gratuities, 
taxidermy, 20% VAT on the total donation value of the hunt ($9,600), tags ($150 per animal), firearm 
permit $250. All the additional expenses must be paid in full and scheduled hunt dates need 
to be arranged with outfitter by March 31, 2023. Additional hunters are welcome for $32,000 and 
non-hunters are welcome for $3,900. Hunt can be upgraded to include additional days for $750/day 
for hunter and $450/day for non-hunter; see outfitter for details. This hunt may be upgraded to higher 
Medal class or include other species: Wild Boar, Roe Deer, Mouflon and Kri Kri Ibex and Hybrid Ibex 
in Greece according to the price list of the outfitter. Arrival and departure point is Sofia International 
Airport, Bulgaria. For more information, contact Sani Doncheva by email at info@safariseason.com 
or by phone Int. 359 899 812 591. Company’s website: www.safariseason.com 
 Booth No.: 2941 Donor’s Valuation: $48,000

TN010 Artwork - Sculpture
Bronze Sculpture Titled “High Tallin It”,  by artist Sam A. 
Terakedis. 
Sleeping Giant Artistry, Inc. has donated a wildlife 
bronze sculpture, created by artist Sam A. Terakedis. 
This has an edition size of 20 and was cast using the 
lost wax process. It has a life like gentle color patina 
and has a 16-inches x 16-inches black walnut pedestal 
that is included, bronze is 30-inches H x 32-inches  
L x 27-inches D. For more information, contact Sam or 
Kathy Terakedis by phone at 406-223-9993 or by email at  
kterakedis@aol.com. 
Company’s website: www.terakedis.com 
 Booth No.: 2202 Donor’s Valuation: $18,500
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TN011 Nunavut Territory, 
10-day Nunavut Territory, Canada CITES Exportable 
Barren-Ground Grizzly Bear Hunt for One Hunter
Two of North America’s most prestigious and 
sought-after outfitters and top SCI donors have 
committed to promoting the advocacy mission and 
insuring the future of our hunting heritage with this 
world class adventure. Shane Black, SCI’s 2017 
North American Professional Hunter of the Year, 
and Keegan McCarthy, SCI’s 2020 North American 
Professional Hunter of the Year, often referred to as 
ìthe bear experts’, have joined together to offer this 
first-class hunt.  One fortunate hunter will have the 
experience and thrill of a lifetime on this spring 10-

day, 1x1 guided Barren-Ground Grizzly Bear hunt donated by Canada North Outfitting. Method of 
take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2024 or 2025. Hunt dates can be discussed 
in further detail with outfitter. Canada North Outfitting pioneered Arctic Big Game outfitting in 1981 and 
has maintained one of the highest success rates in the industry, this is on both harvest and adventure. 
The Grizzly Bears of Nunavut are CITES-exportable, including to the European Union. The Barren-
Ground Grizzly is a handsome bear known for its long, luxurious coat, which can come in a variety 
of colors. The Grizzly Bear populations have increased through the western and central areas of the 
Arctic. Canada North’s clients have entered eight of the top 10 Barren-Ground Grizzly Bears in the 
SCI Record Book. The buyer of this hunt package can add an Arctic Wolf and Wolverine to be hunted 
only as an incidental species; see outfitter for more details. Canada North Outfitting will prepare a 
complete hunt itinerary with final instructions and gear list well in advance of the hunt date. Included 
are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, ground transportation during the hunt and field prep. 
Shane will greet the buyer upon arrival at the Edmonton International Airport. Not Included are before/
after hunt expenses, flights, hotel, Nunavut hunting license ($63), Barren-Ground Grizzly Bear tag 
($735), shipping of hide, taxidermy, expediting costs and gratuities. In 2023, Canada North Outfitting 
celebrates its 43rd year in business. For more information, contact Shane Black at 250-961-7100 or 
by email at sblack@canadanorthoutfitting.com. Company website: www.canadanorthoutfitting.com 
 Booth No.: 1811 Donor’s Valuation: $42,500

TN012 British Columbia, 
5-day Vancouver Island Black Bear Hunt for 
One Hunter 
Travel to British Columbia for a 5-day, 
1x1 guided Island Black Bear hunt for 
one hunter, donated by Jim Shockey’s 
Hunting Adventure and Pacific Rim Guide 
Outfitters. Method of take is rifle. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for available dates in April-
June 2023 or 2024. This hunt will take place 
in the densest Black Bear country in the 
world. Biologists say there are 12,000 Black 
Bears on Vancouver Island with the majority 

residing on the north end of the island. Included are accommodations, meals, airport transfers, guide 
service, trophy fees for one bear, license, tag and field prep. This hunt will be conducted in a Two-
Bear area; a second Bear is available; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after 
hunt accommodations, taxidermy packaging/shipping, firearm permit ($25), 5% GST to all expenses, 
gratuities, flights and other travel expenses to arrival/departure point. Arrival/departure point is Port 
Hardy, B.C. For more information, contact Jim Shockey’s Hunting Adventure by email at office@
jimshockey.com or by phone at 888-826-1011. Company’s website: www.jimshockey.com 
 Booth No.: 1510 Donor’s Valuation: $15,000
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TN013 Missouri
4-day Missouri Duck,Geese, and Snow 
Goose Shoot at Mallard Valley for Eight 
Hunters
Drake Dawson with Safari Unlimited 
invites eight shooters to North Missouri 
for a 4-day, 4x1 guided Duck, Geese, 
& Snow Geese hunt. Method of take is 
shotgun. Schedule shoot with outfitter 
for open dates between January 2024 - 
April 2025. North Missouri is a waterfowl 
hunters paradise, spend your days hunting 
our 1200 acre private wetland at Mallard 
Valley. Hunters will have the opportunity to 
harvest six Ducks, three Geese each day, 
and during the Light Goose Conservation 
Order season, February-April, unlimited 
snow geese. Hunters can upgrade to 
participate in afternoon archery/crossbow 
free ranging whitetail hunts in season. 
Included are lodge accommodations, 

meals, beverages, 2x1 guide service, transportation during the hunt and field prep. Not included are 
before/after hunt expenses, license (approximately $100 per person), duck stamp ($25 per person), 
gun and ammo rental ($250 per person), packing shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is 
Columbia, Missouri. For more information, contact Drake Dawson by email at safariunlimitedllc@
gmail.com or by phone at 573-544-2041. Company’s website: www.safariunlimitedworldwide.com 
Booth No.: 530 Donor’s Valuation: $19,160

TN014 Alaska , 
6-day Alaskan Barren Ground Caribou Hunt for One Hunter 
Hunt Alaska on this outstanding 6-day, 1x1 guided 
Alaskan Barren Ground Caribou hunt for one hunter 
donated by Bobby and Barb Fithian of Alaskan 
Mountain Safaris. Method of take is hunter’s choice. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in August 2023 
or 2024. Bobby Fithian and Family DBA Alaskan Mountain 
Safaris have operated long term multiple specie safaris for 
the past 39 years from this same location in the Western 
Alaska Range known as Emerald Valley. The incredible 
diversified topography varies from outlying tundra, spruce 
forest and lake covered valleys to rising tundra steppes 
with ascending glacier clad alpine mountains. Elevations 
vary from 2,600 to 8,000 feet. Alaskan Mountain Safaris 

continues to produce some of the largest Caribou in Alaska as evidenced by numerous APHA/SCI 
awards. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, and field prep. Base camp is 
accessed by bush plane with possible outlying spike camps which are ATV supported. Hunt has many 
upgrade possibilities and outfitter recommends you take full advantage of these opportunities; see 
outfitter for details. Possible specie upgrades include Dall Sheep, Grizzly, Moose and Black Bear. The 
hunt can be extended to 30 days. Additional six-day Caribou hunters are welcome at $15,000 and 
non-hunters are welcome for $300/day. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, licenses 
($185), tag ($650) air charter ($500), expediting, packaging/shipping or gratuities. Arrival/departure 
point is McGrath, Alaska. For more information, contact Bobby at 907-320-0228 or by email at  
fithian@cvinternet.net. Company’s website: www. akmountainsafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 810 Donor’s Valuation: $15,000
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TN015 Firearms
Charles Lancaster bolt action in .270 Winchester 
Country Pursuits and Outfitters has donated a Charles Lancaster 
Bolt Action sporting rifle chambered for the .270 Winchester cartridge. 
Upon the top of the 21.5-inches barrel in gold is CHARLES LANCASTER.7.BURY 
STREET ST. JAMES’S .LONDON .ENGLAND. The rich honey colored stock with nicely 
contrasting darker streaks is fit with pistol hand grip, Monte-Carlo with beaded cheekpiece and is fit 
with a forend tip. The pistol grip and forend are checkered in the Fluer-de-Lis pattern. There is light 
scroll engraving on the rifle’s floorplate with a lever release, flag safety, top of bolt handle and top of 
the receiver. The rifle is fit with a Swarovski Habicht 6x42 Nova scope with bases and rings. The total 
weight of the rifle with scope is roughly 8.5 lbs. This is a great addition to any hunting enthusiast’s 
collection. For more information, contact David Cruz by email david@cpoutfitters.com or by phone 
718-490-2333. Company’s website: www.cpoutfitters.com 
 Booth No.: 2157 Donor’s Valuation: $10,000
We thank Country Pursuits & Outfitters for this 100% donation.

TN016 South Africa, 
10-day South Africa Sable Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters with Taxidermy Work 
Diekie Muller Safaris is donating this 10-day, 1x1 guided South African Sable hunt for two hunters 
and two non-hunters. Donation includes taxidermy shoulder mount work done in South Africa. Method 
of take is rifle, bow, handgun or crossbow. Schedule hunt for open dates in 2023, only. No alternative 
dates are available. Included are chalet accommodations, meals, beer and wine, trophy fee for best-
available Sable for both hunters, shoulder mount of Sable for both hunters, firearm permits, airport 
transfers and field prep. Additional hunters and observers can be accommodated per current rates; 
see outfitter for details. Not included are airfare to/from South Africa, dipping/packing and shipping of 
trophies, and gratuities. Hunt may be upgraded to include additional species; see outfitter for details. 
Arrival/departure point is Johannesburg International Airport. For more information, contact Doug 
Watt at doug@dmsafaris.com or 877-367-6752. Company’s website: www.dmsafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 539 Donor’s Valuation: $35,000
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TN017 Argentina, La Pampa
6-day Argentina Red Deer Hunt for Four Hunters and 
Four Non-Hunters 
Four hunters and four non-hunters will travel to the finest 
hunting lodges in Argentina and hunt with Terra Pampa 
Lodge, on this 1x1 guided, 6-day/7-night adventure. 
Terra Pampa is the name of the lodge located in Caichue 
Ranch, in the heart of La Pampa, where you can 
immerse yourself in more than 85,000 acres of stunning 
natural beauty. Come to stay in Terra Pampa and hunt 
while you walk through the breathtaking landscape 
of bushes, dunes and lagoons inhabited by abundant 
herds of Red Stags, Water Buffaloes, Blackbucks and 
other species. The hunt includes  one Red Deer for 
each hunter. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt for 
available dates May-August 2023, only. No alternative 
dates are available. Included are trophy fees for one 
Red Deer for each hunter, meals and beverage, five-
star accommodations, 1x1 guide service and field prep. 

Extra hunters are welcome for $6,150 and non-hunters are welcome for $2,450! Trip may be extended, 
and additional animals may be added per outfitter’s current price list. Hunt can be extended for $450/
day per hunter; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, dip and 
pack of trophies (approx. $100/trophy), license ($400 per hunter), tag ($150 per hunter), air transfers 
($450/person), transportation and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Santa Rosa, Argentina. For 
more information, contact Remigio Donnelly by phone at 855-673-7255 or by email at info@caichue.
com. Company’s website: www.terrapampalodge.com
 Booth No.: 2201 Donor’s Valuation: $34,400

TN018 New Zealand, 
5-day New Zealand Gold-Medal Red 
Deer Up to 450 SCI Hunt for One 
Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Hunt in style with one of New Zealand’s 
largest and first established outfitting 
companies. New Zealand Trophy 
Hunting Ltd. has invited one hunter 
and one non-hunter to experience the 
best of New Zealand on this 5-day, 
1x1 guided hunt for Gold-Medal Red 
Deer up to 450 SCI. Schedule hunt 
with outfitter for open dates in 2024 
or 2025. Method of take is hunters’ 
choice excluding handgun. Included 
are lodge accommodations, meals, 

firearm permit, trophy fee for one Gold-Medal Red Deer up to 450 SCI, 1x1 guide service, airport/
ground transfers, firearm rental and field prep. An upgrade can be made on the Red Deer for half the 
standard trophy fee cost; see outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $650/day and 
observers for $350/day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, packing/shipping of trophies 
and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Queenstown. For more information, contact Carla Lucas at 
Int. 64 21221 6048 or by email at info@newzealandtrophyhunting.com. Company’s website: www.
newzealandtrophyhunting.com
 Booth No.: 1925 Donor’s Valuation: $17,950
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TN019 South Africa, Eastern Cape
10-day South Africa Plains Game Hunt with Craig 
Boddington for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
One hunter and one non-hunter will travel to South 
Africa for 10-days of hunting alongside celebrity outdoor 
writer Craig Boddington that will include taxidermy and 
credit towards shipping, donated by Frontier Safaris. 
Hunt will included Kudu, Gemsbok or Burchell Zebra, 
Impala, Blesbok, Duiker, Black or Blue Wildebeest, 
Warthog, cull Impala, cull Blesbok and the choice of 
three additional species from the following: Jackal, 
Mountain Reedbuck, White Blesbok, Black Springbok, 
Cape Springbok and Ostrich.  In addition, you will also 
receive shoulder mounts done on the donated species 
provided by Frontier Safaris and a $500 credit toward 
shipping provided by Rex Freight. Method of take is rifle. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in April-August 
2023, only. No alternate dates are available. Included are 

accommodations, meals, trophy fees for donated species, shoulder mounts for donated species, 
shipping credit of $500 from Rex Freight and field prep. Additional species may be added per the 
outfitter’s current price list. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, firearm permit, additional 
shipping charges and gratuities. Hunt can be extended for $500/day. Additional hunters are welcome 
for $5,000 plus trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $1,870. Arrival/departure point is 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa. For more information, contact Barry Burchell at Int. 27 42 231 1302 or 
frontiersafaris@global.co.za. Company’s website: www.frontiersafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 2008 Donor’s Valuation: $16,650

TN020 Quebec, 
3-day Quebec Red Deer Hunt up to 
500 SCI for One Hunter 
One hunter will travel to Roxton 
Falls Wilderness Estates in Quebec 
for this 3-day, 1x1 guided trophy 
Red Deer hunt. Includes one stag 
up to 500 SCI. Method of take is 
hunters’ choice, excluding handguns. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open 
dates August-November 2023 or 
2024. Roxton Falls Estates is known 
for enormous Elk and Red Deer. With 
four lakes and dense forest along 
with mountain scenery, the area is 
the ideal location for Elk and Red 
Deer hunting. Included are 5-star 
hotel accommodations, meals, guide 

service, trophy fee for one Red Deer up to 500 SCI and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for 
$7,500 plus trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $250. Hunt can be upgraded to harvest Elk, 
Mouflon or Bison; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, dip/pack/
shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Quebec City. For more information, contact Simon 
Tanguay at 418-222-1314 or simon@rawe.ca. Company’s website: www.rawe.ca 
 Booth No.: 2822 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000
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TN021 Vacations and Travel
7-day Photo Safari to Tarangire National Park 
This 7-day 6-night, photo safari for a couple, to Tarangire National Park and Serengeti national park 
in Tanzania is donated by Rungwa Game Safaris. Schedule this safari with outfitter for open dates 
(March, June, October, November, December 1st to 15th 2023), only. No alternate dates are available. 
This photo safari will be in the scenic region of the Tarangire National Park and Serengeti National 
Park. This photo safari includes tented camp accommodations, all meals, bottled water, soft drinks, 
alcoholic beverages (in moderation), daily laundry service, ground transportation during safari. Not 
included are, domestic flights, accommodation in Arusha ($200 per person), supplement for private 
vehicle for game drives ($400 per day), park fees ($83 per person per night), concession fees ($71 per 
person per night), $30 per person per night WMA fees, international flights, gratuities & VAT. Arrival 
point is Kilimanjaro International Airport. Options to upgrade at additional charges, add Ngorongoro 
Crater (option one) Gibs Farm 2 nights for 2 people is $5,800, or (option two) Crater lodge 2 nights for 
2 people is $11,000, add Zanzibar including flights & transfers there would be $8,000 for 2 nights for 
2 people, upgrade to Buffalo and Plains Game hunt it will be $39,900 plus trophy fees, add another 
couple or 2 people for a special rate of $15,800. For more information, contact Rungwa Game Safaris 
at Int. 255-787-166-762 or info@rungwasafaris.com. Company’s website: www.rungwasafaris.com  
 Booth No.: 1145 Donor’s Valuation: $21,000

TN022 Wisconsin, 
4-day/3-night Northeastern White-tailed Deer 
Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters
Pike’s Outdoor and The Wilderness Reserve 
invites two hunters and two non-hunters for a 
4-day/3-night, 2x1 guided Northeastern White-
tailed Deer up to 180 SCI hunt. Schedule 
this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates 
September-December 2023 or 2024. For over 
five decades, the Wilderness Reserve has been 
one of the largest historic and premier hunting 
preserves in the United States. With 5,500 acres 
of quality managed habitat, The Wilderness 
Reserve hunting estate provides hunters with a 
challenging, natural and unrivaled environment 
for their trophy Elk, Whitetail, and Upland 

Bird hunts. The vast acreage of this preserve allows Elk and Whitetail to roam freely through the 
forests, marshes, and fields giving hunters the challenge of a fair-chase hunt. Included are lodge 
accommodations, meals, beverages, 2x1 guide service and trophy fees for one Whitetail deer for 
each hunter up to 180 SCI and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $7,250 and non-hunters 
are $600. Not included are before/after expenses, dipping, packing/shipping, meat processing and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Phelps, Wisconsin. For more information, contact Forrest and 
Lisa Pike by email at lpike@thewilderness.net or by phone at 920-765-0301. Company’s website: 
www.thewildernessreserve.com 
 Booth No.: 1252 Donor’s Valuation: $17,000
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TN023 Spain, Toledo Mountains
5-day Spain Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two 
Non-Hunters 
SCI’s 2009 International Professional Hunter of 
the Year, Giuseppe Carrizosa is donating 5-day 2x2 
guided Iberian Red Deer, Iberian Mouflon, European 
Fallow Deer or European Roe Deer hunt in Spain 
for two hunters and two non-hunters. Each hunter 
has the option of choosing one of the species listed 
to harvest and trophy fees will be covered. Schedule 
this rifle or handgun hunt with outfitter for open dates 
in 2023 or 2024. This hunt is good until trophy is taken 
or wounded, or three reasonable chances have been 

missed or passed over up to a maximum of five days. Included are reception at Madrid’s International 
Airport, assistance with gun clearance, gun permit fees, all land transportation, full-board and top-
class accommodations, pre-scouting of the area, 2x2 personal English-speaking local game scouts 
guides, and trophy fees for one of the following species harvested per hunter for Iberian Mouflon, 
Iberian Red Deer, European Fallow Deer or European Roe Deer. Hunt may be extended for hunters 
at $890/day and observers at $390/day. Additional game available are Spanish Gredos Ibex at $8,900 
each; Ibex (Beceite, Southeastern and Ronda) at $7,900 each; Iberian Red Deer, European Fallow 
Deer, Iberian Mouflon Sheep and Balearean Boc at $4,900 each; European Roe deer at $3,900 each; 
Chamois (Pyrenean & Cantabrian) at $5,900 each; Aoudad at $6,900 each. Not included are before/
after hunt expenses, hunting insurance ($95/per hunter), hunting licenses ($295/per hunter) and 21% 
VAT ($4,998) on total hunt value. Arrival/departure point is Madrid International Airport. For more 
information, contact Giuseppe Carrizosa at Int. 34-686 93 56 51 or by email at giuseppecarrizosa@
gmail.com. Company’s website: www.giuseppecarrizosa.com 
 Booth No.: 1041 Donor’s Valuation: $23,800

TN024 Argentina, Cordoba
4-day/3-night Argentina Dove Shoot for 
Twelve Hunters 
Twelve hunters will travel to Argentina 
for 4-days of high-volume Dove hunting 
donated by Sierra Brava Lodge. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 
2024. Sierra Brava is an Orvis Endorsed 
and Beretta Trident Lodge. Be amazed 
as you see thousands upon thousands of 
doves flying by your shooting position every 
day. You can easily shoot 1,000 rounds a 
day at doves with very little effort. The only 

limits you have in Argentina are daylight and your shoulder!  This donation is for shooters only and 
includes 4 days and 3 nights lodging. Non shooting guests cannot be substituted for shooting guests 
but are welcome at $295/person/night or $885/person for the 3 nights. Up to 8 additional shooters 
are welcome for $590/day and non-shooters for $290/day as the lodge holds 20 hunters in 10 deluxe 
double-occupancy rooms each with private bathrooms. Included are accommodations, meals, wine, 
liquors, field transfers and 1x1 guide service. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, airport 
transfers ($200 per person), hunting licenses ($65/day per hunter), field fees ($65/day per hunter), 
gun rental ($75/day per hunter), shells ($14.95 per box) and gratuities. Hunt can be upgraded to 
include Pigeon for $230 per shooter; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is Cordoba, 
Argentina. For more information, contact Trevor Penny at trevor@trevorpenny.com or 832-498-0080. 
Company’s website: www.sierrabrava.com 
 Booth No.: 602 Donor’s Valuation: $21,240
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TN025 South Africa, 
Kalahari Vergelee
10-day South Africa Gold-Medal 
Sable Hunt for Four Hunters 
Shaun Keeny Safaris invites four 
hunters to South Africa for a 10-
day, 2x1 guided Gold-Medal Sable 
hunt. Each hunter will harvest one 
Sable. Method of take is hunter’s 
choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates in 2023, 2024 or 
2025. Shaun Keeny Safaris offers 
a diverse hunting experience in the 
northwest province of South Africa 
with the needs of our client as our 
primary mission. Their plains game 
hunting terrain varies from open, 
rolling veldt plains to mountainous, 
thick bush. Each of these areas 

offers a unique habitat, which is ideally suited to certain plains game species and holds its own 
special challenges for the plains game hunter. Included are lodge accommodations, meals, 2x1 
guide service, trophy fee for one Gold Medal Sable for each hunter, beverages, laundry, WiFi and 
field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $285/day plus trophy fees and non-hunters for $200/
day. Hunt can be upgraded to include additional game and extended; see outfitter for details. Not 
included are before/after hunt expenses, firearm permit, dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is Johannesburg, South Africa. For more information, contact Shaun Keeny 
at shaunkeenysafaris@gmail.com or at Int. 27 833094657. Company’s website: www.sksafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 2432 Donor’s Valuation: $40,000

TN026 Furnishings - Home
Exotic Monkey Pod Wood and Antler table
Lake AntlerWorks has donated a one-of-a-
kind Exotic Monkey Pod Wood and Antler 
Table. This beautifully colored Monkey Pod 
Wood is suspended by a twisted arrangement 
of elk antlers below, creating a high-top 
table with a natural twist to modern design. 
Lake AntlerWorks specializes in creating 
unique, one-of-a-kind furniture pieces. 
Using the naturally shed antlers of Elk, Deer 
and Moose, incorporated with a beautiful 
live edge wood slab, every furniture piece 
is truly unique. Table has a diameter of 50in. 
with a 42in. height and weighs 175lbs. For 
more information, contact Joseph Lake by 
email lakeantlers@gmail.com or by phone 
at 307-359-8804. Company’s website: www.
lakeantlerworks.com
 Booth No.: 2756 
 Donor’s Valuation: $18,000
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TN027 New Zealand, South Island
6-day New Zealand Tahr and Waterfowl Hunting With Trout Fishing for One Hunter and One Non-
Hunter 
One hunter and one non-hunter will enjoy New Zealand to its fullest on this 6-day, 2x1 guided 
Himalayan Tahr, Trout and Waterfowl, including Shelduck and Black Swan hunting trip, donated 
by Awatere Safaris. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates May-August 
2023 or 2024. Awatere Safaris offers hunts for every species of Big Game and game bird in New 
Zealand, in both free-ranging and extensive estate environments. Awatere has access to large tracts 
of both privately owned and government lands, and this ensures you will have a great opportunity 
to hunt for large mature trophies. New Zealand has many diverse landscapes and Awatere Safaris 
can assist you to construct a sightseeing/touring itinerary. Hunt may be extended for $550 per day. 
Included are accommodations, meals, guide service, firearm permits, rifle rental, trophy fees for Tahr 
and field prep. Hunt may be upgraded to harvest additional species; see outfitter for details. Not 
included are any before/after hunt expenses, air transfers, dipping, fishing licenses ($80), helicopter 
use ($2,500/hunter), packaging/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Queenstown, 
New Zealand. For more information, contact Gus Bisset at awateresafaris@gmail.com. Company’s 
website: www.awateresafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 2763 Donor’s Valuation: $15,000



FN001 Missouri, Bland
3-days/4-nights Missouri Mid-Western 
Whitetail Deer Up To 220 SCI Hunt for Two 
Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch would like to 
welcome two lucky hunters and two non-
hunters to come join our family and enjoy 
the best-kept secret in the world. Your hunt 
will consist of three adventure-packed days 
in which you will have the opportunity to hunt 

and harvest a mature Midwestern Whitetail Deer up to 220-inches. Method of take is hunter’s 
choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates during the 2023 hunting season, only. No alternate 
dates are available. Your hunt will consist of three adventure packed days in which you will have the 
opportunity to hunt and harvest any mature buck up to 220 inches or upgrade to a larger deer of your 
choice. If you want to harvest a big trophy animal you have to hunt an area capable of producing big 
trophy animals, and Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch has produced more Midwest Top 35 Whitetails than 
all of the other ranches combined. Their well-maintained management program is second to none 
ensuring long-term success. Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch is dedicated to making sure every guest 
has the best experience possible. Their extraordinary 9,000 square foot lodge is equipped with all 
the finest amenities and is perfect for relaxation, enjoyment, corporate hunting retreats and business 
meetings for your customers, managers or sales personnel. It is located on 1,000 acres of bountiful 
rolling hills close to the Gasconade River in central Missouri, with dozens of hardwood hollows, 
cedar ridges and winding creek bottoms, all of which provide you with a fantastic and challenging 
hunting environment. Donation includes one deer up to 220 inches for each hunter, accommodations 
at Oak Creek’s 9,000-square-foot lodge, meals, 1x1 guide service, access to lodge amenities and 
field prep. Not included are before/after hunting expenses, crating, shipping, processing ($115) and 
gratuities. Additional hunters are welcome for $7,900 and non-hunters are welcome for $150 per 
day. Arrival/departure point is Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch in Bland, Missouri. For more information, 
contact Donald Hill at 573-943-6644 or donald@oakcreekwhitetailranch.com. Company’s website: 
www.oakcreekwhitetailranch.com 
 Booth No.: 1939 Donor’s Valuation: $24,000

FN002 British Columbia, Cascade Mountain
7-day British Columbia Shiras Moose and Canadian Lynx 
Hunt for One Hunter 
Hunt the Cascade Mountains of southern British Columbia 
on this fully 1x1 guided, 7-day Shiras Moose and Canadian 
Lynx hunt for one hunter, donated by Ashnola Guide 
Outfitters. Method of take is rifle or muzzleloader. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for open dates November 15-30, 2023, 
only. No alternative dates are available. Ashnola’s area has 
an abundance of Moose with a 90-percent success rate 
over the last 35 years. You can expect to harvest a Moose 
with a spread anywhere between 35 to 50 inches. Included 
are fully equipped lodge accommodations, meals, guide 
service, trophy fee for one Shiras Moose and one Canadian 

Lynx, airport pickup and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to include Cougar or Bobcat; see outfitter 
for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $20,000 and non-hunters for $3,500. Trip may be 
extended for $1,100/day. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, license ($189), tag ($304), 
firearm permit, dipping/packing and shipping and non-resident Hunting Preservation Fund ($250), 
5% government tax and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Penticton, B.C., where you will be met 
and transported to the lodge. For more information, contact Darrell Schneider at 250-293-6943 or 
ashnolaoutfitters@hotmail.com. Company’s website: www.ashnolaguideoutfitter.com 
 Booth No.: 3140 Donor’s Valuation: $20,000
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FN003 Alaska 
10-day Alaska Luxury Yacht-Based Brown Bear Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Two of North America’s most prestigious and sought-after outfitters and top SCI donors have 
committed to promoting the advocacy mission and insuring the future of our hunting heritage with this 
world class adventure. Shane Black, SCI’s 2017 North American Professional Hunter of the Year, and 
Keegan McCarthy, SCI’s 2020 North American Professional Hunter of the Year, often referred to as 
the bear experts, have joined together to offer this first-class hunt. One hunter and one non-hunter 
will join Coastal Alaska Adventure’s aboard the 100 ft. luxury yacht the Golden Eagle to experience a 
once in a lifetime hunt for giant coastal brown bears! Embark upon Coastal Alaska Adventure’s luxury 
hunting yacht for a 10-day, 1x1 guided Brown Bear all-inclusive luxury hunting experience. Method 
of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. The Golden 
Eagle boast four well-appointed private staterooms each with queen bed and ensuite bath. The finest 
luxury yacht offering hunts in Alaska, Golden Eagle will meet the needs of the most discerning hunter 
and hosts a full crew inclusive of steward to cater to all of our guest. Dedicated to the details, the crew 
will work to make your trip a once in a lifetime experience. The winning bidder will hunt the famed 
Admiralty or Chichagof Islands of southern Alaska. These islands maintain the highest density of 
Brown Bears in the world! It is not uncommon to see 15-20 bears a day while hunting. More Bears 
equal more opportunity, and we are nearly 100% on nine foot or better coastal brown bears. Couple 
the unsurpassed Bear hunting with a luxury yacht and you have the best of both worlds. Come 
back after a long day of hunting to enjoy a shower in your private stateroom while our 5-star chef 
prepares you a gourmet meal featuring your favorite Alaska seafood. No detail goes unnoticed as 
we work to find you the trophy of your dreams in comfort and style. Master Guide Keegan McCarthy 
will host the hunt, Keegan has been hunting this area for over 30 years and will provide you with 
expert knowledge and skill. Keegan has used this experience to cultivate one of the world’s leading 
concessions for Brown Bears. The donated dream hunt includes all trophy fees for one Brown Bear, 
but you can potentially add Black Bear or Sitka Black Tail Deer and Wolves (depends on season); 
see outfitter for more details. In addition, yacht accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service and field 
prep are included. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, charter flight to and from the vessel, 
hunting license, tags available from outfitter (no draw), packing, shipping of trophy, gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Juneau, Alaska. For more information, contact Keegan McCarthy at akpointer@
hotmail.com or 907-723-3006. Company’s website: www.wehuntak.com 
 Booth No.: 1523 Donor’s Valuation: $84,950
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FN004 Belize, Southern Belize
7-day/7-night All-Inclusive Luxury Fishing Adventure for Four People in Belize 
Blue Reef Caribbean Resorts invites four people to a private island near Southern Belize for a 7-day 
fishing and vacation adventure. Schedule trip with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. Socially 
distance yourself with family and friends on their newly developed luxury private Caribbean-island, 
off the coast of Southern Belize. Get off the beaten track and experience the untouched beauty of 
the Belizean Barrier Reef. All of their air-conditioned luxury individual villas overlook the turquoise 
Caribbean Sea; inside and outside private shower rooms, and three cabanas have private walkways 
into the Caribbean Sea. Their premium cabana boasts a private plunge pool! Enjoy all-inclusive reef 
fishing for Wahoo, Mahi Mahi, Tuna, Kingfish and Giant Barracudas. Catch and release giant Sharks 
in the deep blue. Bottom fish for huge Snappers, Groupers and Amberjacks. Fly-fish or spin cast the 
surrounding flats for Bonefish, Tarpon and Permit. Spearfish for lobster and conch (seasonal) and 
the invasive lionfish (year-round). Snorkel the surrounding reef, and scuba divers can experience 
an array of exotic species, diving the second biggest barrier reef in the world. Troll the outer reef 
for pelagic species such as Blue Marlin & sailfish (add-on); see outfitter for details.  After a fun filled 
day, relax by the pool or in the hot tub by their palapa bar & restaurant and catch the sunset view, 
while their chef prepares your freshly caught fish and seafood. Additional anglers and non-anglers 
are welcome for $4,375. Also included in this wonderful package are meals, accommodations, local 
liquors, fishing, scuba diving and equipment. Not included are before/after trip expenses, air transfers 
to island ($155 per person), license ($25/person), and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Belize 
International Airport. For more information, contact Polly Wood by email at polly@bluereefisland.com 
or by phone at 501-615-1428. Company’s website: www.bluereefisland.com
 Booth No.: 2452 Donor’s Valuation: $17,500

FN005 Firearms
Gorgeous Over Under FAUSTI Shotgun in a 28 Gauge 
FAUSTI has donated a gorgeous over & under in 28 
gauge for the 2023 SCI Convention. The model, 1 of 1, is 
a unique and elegant example of FAUSTI craftsmanship. 
This beautiful gun is hand engraved, it is built on a true 
28 gauge round frame and comes with traditional straight 
English stock, an oval medallion with SCI initials, and a 
semi-beavertail for-end. It features automatic ejectors, a 
single selective trigger, 28-inch barrel length with fixed 
chokes (Imp Cyl- Mod). All its details make this refined 
bespoke gun a must-have for the passionate about fine 
shotguns. A beautiful leather case is included. For more 
information, contact FAUSTI by email at info@faustiarms.
com or visit www.faustiarms.com. 
 Booth No.: 2045 Donor’s Valuation: $21,000
We thank Fausti Stefano SRL for this 100% donation.
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FN006 Cameroon, North Cameroon
14-day Cameroon Bongo, Sitatunga and Duiker Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter
Antonio Reguera of Mayo Oldiri Camp has donated an incredible 14-day, 1x1 guided free-range 
Bongo, Sitatunga and Blue Duiker hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter. Schedule this hunt with 
outfitter for open dates in April-July 2023 or 2024. Method of take is rifle or bow. Antonio Reguera 
was named SCI International Professional Hunter of the Year in 2013. Included are 1x1 guide 
service, trophy fee for Blue Duiker, trackers, porters, airport transfers, meals including soft drinks 
and wine, field prep and luxury bungalow accommodations with private bathrooms. Not included are 
license (approx. $1,425), trophy fees for Bongo, Sitatunga or any other species hunted, anti-poaching 
fee, trophy prep ($1,200), roundtrip air charter (approx. $4,000/per person), dipping, packing and 
shipping of trophies, government fees ($3,000) and gratuities. Additional hunters may join for $40,000; 
non-hunters for $4,200. Hunt can be upgraded to a Savannah Lord Derby Eland hunt, with a discount 
of 10% on daily rates.; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is Douala, Cameroon. For more 
information, email Raquel Reguera at r.reguera@mayoldiri.com or call Int. 34 915642471. Company’s 
website: www.mayoldiri.com.
 Booth No.: 1723 Donor’s Valuation: $44,485

FN007 Brazil, Amazon
7-day (with 5-days of fishing) Brazil Peacock Fishing for 
Four Anglers
Four guests will be cruising the rivers of Brazil’s 
Amazon onboard the most incredible floating hotel in all 
South America, the Rio Negro Queen, for the ultimate 
Peacock Bass fishing experience and memories that 
will last a lifetime donated by Captain Peacock Yachts 
& Expeditions. This trip is available from mid October 
2023 thru mid-March 2024. Launched in January 2018, 
this state-of-the-art yacht is designed to accommodate 
up to 30 double-occupancy (or 15 single guests) on an 

incomparable new level of cruise/fishing experience in the heart of the Rio Negro River (the second 
largest river in the world and the only one with no mosquitoes). Leaving the ship at your convenience 
aboard tracker bass boats with a fishing guide, winners will visit remote tributaries of the rainforest to 
enjoy 5-full days of fishing excursions and/or ecotour activities assigned by their team of experts. Also 
experience nightly bowfishing for catfish, ecotours, local villagers, and a myriad of birds-flowers not 
found anywhere else in the world. This package includes all necessary transportation in Brazil, week-
long deluxe accommodations, Michelin star meals created by their chef Roland Villard, all special 
drinks, including cocktails and selected red-white wines, daily maid/laundry services, state fishing 
license and use of Falcon rods, Shimano reels, braided lines and lures. World Record, World Class, 
World ApartÖ Their promise to you! Not included are before/after trip expenses, flights to Brazil, 
packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Manaus City, Brazil. For more information 
call 262-299-4999 or info@captpeacock.com. Company’s website: www.CaptPeacock.com
 Booth No.: 2523 Donor’s Valuation: $31,980
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FN008 Spain, Northeast
9-day Spain Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters
Two hunters will travel to Spain for nine days of 
hunting for one Pyrenean Chamois, one Iberian 
Mouflon and one Iberian Red Deer per hunter 
donated byValeriano Belles of IbexHuntSpain. 
Each hunter will get to harvest one of each donated 
species. Schedule this 2x1 guided rifle hunt with the 
outfitter for available dates in 2023 only. No alternate 
dates are available. Hunt is good until trophy is taken 
or wounded, or three reasonable chances have been 
missed or passed over up to a maximum of nine days.  
Included are accommodations, meals, guide service, 
trophy fee for one Pyrenean Chamois up to 85 CIC 

points per hunter, one Iberian Mouflon up to 90 SCI points per hunter, one Iberian Red Deer up to 
160 CIC points per hunter, and field prep. If Pyrenean Chamois over 85 CIC points it will cost $300 
per point or fraction; if Iberian Mouflon is over 90 SCI points at it will cost $250 per point or fraction 
and if Iberian Red Deer is over 160 points it will cost $250 per point or fraction score.  Hunt can be 
upgraded to include additional species; see outfitter for details.  Not included are any before/after 
hunt expenses, tags ($500/per trophy), airport transfers $850 each way per hunter, 21% VAT on 
total value of hunt ($10,311), hunting license and insurance ($1,500 per hunter), extra points on 
trophies, dipping, packaging/shipping and gratuities.  Additional hunters and observers are welcome, 
and the hunt can be extended; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is Valencia, Spain.  
This hunt cannot be combined with another hunt donated by or purchased from from IbexHuntSpain.  
For more information, contact Valeriano Belles at info@ibexhuntspain.com. Company website:  
www.ibexhuntspain.com
 Booth No.: 1214 Donor’s Valuation: $49,100

FN009 Alaska, Northeast
12-day Alaska Big Game Hunt for One Hunter
One hunter will travel to Alaska for an all-inclusive 
12-day hunt of a lifetime. This 12-day Alaskan safari 
fully guided for Brown or Grizzly Bear, Dall Sheep, 
Alaskan Yukon Moose, Alaskan Barren Ground 
Caribou, and Black Bear donated by The Legendary 
Consortium, The Perrins Rainy Pass Lodge and 
Legends Taxidermy and Outfitting. Along with 
this unbelievable hunt you will receive full taxidermy 
service, license and tags for donated species. Hunt 
is scheduled for August 21-September 1, 2023, 
only. No alternate dates are available. Outfitter asks 
that you book the hunt as soon as possible after the 
convention. The Perrins Rainy Pass Lodge is Alaska’s 
premier hunting destination, and the lodge has been 
in operation for over 80 years. To mark its seventy-
fifth year of operation, Rainy Pass Lodge received a 
commemoration from the State of Alaska as the oldest 
hunting lodge in Alaska! Steve, who was recognized 
as SCI’s 2022 North America Professional Hunter of 
the Year, and Denise Perrins will personally serve as 
hosts to the lucky winner of this package. Hunters 
can harvest two Bears in area 16 or hunt a Grizzly 
in area 19 first and take a Brown Bear in area 16 for 
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an additional trophy fee. The Moose hunting is fantastic with the possibility of harvesting a 70-inch 
plus bull. Jamie Flewelling and the talented artists at the World Champion Legends Taxidermy 
Studios will be providing the following taxidermy work from animals taken while on this hunt: one 
life size mount with habitat of the Dall Sheep, one Moose shoulder mount, a life size mount with 
habitat and custom hardwood base of one brown or Grizzly Bear, one custom pedestal mount of 
the Caribou and one rug of the Black Bear. All delivered and set up in your trophy room by the 
professional staff at Legends (Continental US only)! Included in this all-inclusive donation is round 
trip charter flight to/from Anchorage and the lodge, meals, lodging, hunting licenses, tags, trophy 
fees for one Dall Sheep, one Moose, one Caribou, one Black Bear and either a Brown or Grizzly 
Bear, taxidermy prep and expediting. Not included are tips, gratuities, trophy fees for second 
Brown/Grizzly Bear, license and taxidermy. Arrival/departure point is Anchorage, Alaska. For more  
information, contact Jamie Flewelling with Legends Taxidermy at 231-757-9589 info@
legendstaxidermy.com or Steve Perrins at The Perrins Rainy Pass Lodge 907-230-6093, lodge 
seasonal 970-770-6304 or by email theperrins@rainypasslodge.net. The Companies’ websites:  
www.theperrinsrainypasslodge.com and www.legendstaxidermy.com
 Booth No.: 1217 Donor’s Valuation: $100,000

FN010 Jewelry
Handcrafted Contemporary Design Sapphire Ring, by Brilliant Stars
Brilliant Stars has donated a handcrafted, exotic sapphire & diamond ring in 18K rose gold. This 
absolutely one of a kind gemstone has been cut by Brilliant Stars, into a unique geometric shape 
to further its exclusively. This 3.25 ct. sapphire is extremely rare in its natural cabernet color, and 
because it exhibits a color change phenomenon. Sapphire is certified by GIA as unheated with a 
confirmed country of origin of Tanzania, furthering its appeal. Ring is accompanied by an outside 
expert third party appraisal, with a value of $40,000. Brilliant Stars is a third generation, vertically 
integrated, wholesale company that supplies hundreds of the world’s top retailers with their most 
exciting jewels. Procuring rough, natural, precious gemstones in over 20 different countries, Brilliant 
Stars is involved in every aspect of the jewelry industry from gemstone cutting to jewelry design and 
manufacturing. All jewels are proudly crafted in their own, New York manufacturing workshop. For 
more information contact Rodney Rahmani by email at Rodney@BrilliantStars.Com or by phone at 
516-365-9000 or 917-626-4000. Company’s website: www.BrilliantStars.com
 Booth No.: 635 Donor’s Valuation: $40,000
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FN011 Tanzania, Tanzania
12-day Tanzania Cape Buffalo, Hippo and 
Plains Game Hunt for One Hunter and One 
Non-Hunter 
Game Trackers Africa have put together 
another hunt in the world famous Selous 
Game Reserve that cannot be missed! Jaco 
and Magdel Oosthuizen of Game Trackers 
Africa have generously donated a 3x Cape 
Buffalo, one Hippo and Plains Game safari 
in Tanzania’s famed Selous Game Reserve, 
Africa’s largest game reserve! The 12-day 
hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter will 

be conducted from a traditional East African tented camp; included is a $5,000 credit toward trophy 
fees. Method of take is rifle. Hunt can be upgraded to harvest Dangerous or Plains Game per outfitters 
price list; see outfitter for details. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates between July-November 
2023 or 2024. Included are meet and greet with the winning bidder, luxury tent accommodations 
while hunting, meals, 1x1 guide service, $5,000 trophy fee credit for donated species, laundry and 
field prep. Hunt may be extended for $3,100/day. Additional hunters are welcome for $2,575/day plus 
trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $350/day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, 
$3,000 hunting permit, government fees ($5,800), CITES permit, air transfers ($5,800), $350 rifle 
permit/rifle, dipping, packing (approx. $1,600), gratuities and hotels in Dar es Salaam before and after 
the safari ($320/night).  Arrival/departure point is Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. For more information, 
contact Jaco Oosthuizen at magdel@gametrackersafrica.com or Int. 264 814819222. Company’s 
website: www.gametrackersafrica.com
 Booth No.: 1341 Donor’s Valuation: $53,800

FN012 Artwork - Original Art
Brian Jarvi  Original 
Jarvi Studios internationally acclaimed American 
artist Brian Jarvi has donated one of his iconic 
Original Oil Paintings. The image titled The 
Reckonning’ depicts a majestic male lion freezing 
the observer in place with his non-blinking stare. 
Brian Jarvi’s career has spanned more than a 
quarter century and he has received numerous 
honors and awards in that time, Brains work has 
raised millions of dollars for numerous conservation 
organizations, and his concerns run deep for the 
future of the natural world. Size is 30in. by 40in. For 
more information, contact Brian Jarvi by phone at 
218-259-1333 or by email at brianjarviart@gmail.
com. Company’s website: www.jarvistudios.com 
 Booth No.: 845 
 Donor’s Valuation: $49,000
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FN013 Vacations and Travel
7-day Mediterranean Cruise for Two People
Shikar Safaris, the Asian equivalent of Safari in Africa, conducts some of the most adventurous 
experiences on earth. Based in Turkey, Shikar has organized hunts in Asia and Europe for over 25 
years. Kaan Karakaya and Shikar Safaris have been strong supporters of SCI for many years and is 
pleased to donate a very special 7-day Mediterranean Cruise on a private gullet (up to 40 meters) 
for one couple. Schedule trip with donor for open dates in October of 2023 or 2024. This fine wooden 
gullet features five state cabins with queen beds and one cabin with two twin beds. All cabins have 
air condition and private showers.  This donation is for one couple; however, we will have eight more 
special guests on board and a crew of six-seven, including your very own chef who will cook the 
finest dishes of Mediterranean for you! The cruise will be on the Mediterranean and Aegean seas, 
between Turkey and the Greek islands, where we can do shore excursions, land tours, kayaking, 
snorkeling, water skiing, shopping and lots of fun! For the ones who would like to hunt, they offer 
Coastal Ibex, Stag, Konya Sheep and Wild Boar hunts as well as spear fishing for tuna at additional 
cost as per the price list; see outfitter for more details. They also include 1 full day guided VIP tour in 
Istanbul and Ephesus. They invite you to visit some of the most amazing examples of ancient Greek, 
Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman architecture and learn more about Anatolia, the cradle of civilization! 
During the visit of Ephesus, not only your will visit this amazing ancient site, but you will visit the 
house of Virgin Mary, where it’s believed she spent her last days. Included are 7 nights full board 
accommodations on the gullet along with gourmet meals and soft drinks, fuel, Turkish harbor fees, 
VIP tour in Istanbul for one day and one day in Ephesus. Not included are international and domestic 
flights, hotels before/after the cruise, hunts (at current price list), spear fishing for Tuna and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is Istanbul, Turkey. For more information, contact Kaan at Int. 90 242 226 3115 
or info@shikarsafaris.com. Company’s website: www.shikarsafaris.com
 Booth No.: 1707 Donor’s Valuation: $50,000
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FN014 Missouri, 
3-1/2 day Missouri White-tailed Deer Hunt with Adam 
Vinatieri for Two Hunters  
Adam Vinatieri of the Indianapolis Colts invites two 
hunters to Record Breaking Ranch for a 3-1/2 day, 
1x1 guided hunt for Midwestern White-tailed Deer 
up to 200 SCI. Both hunters will have the opportunity 
to harvest one Midwestern White-tailed Deer. Method 
of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule this hunt with 
outfitter for open dates in August-December 2023, 
only. No alternate dates are available. Vinatieri’s 
Record Breaking Ranch is recognized as one of the 
premier White-tailed Deer hunting destinations found 

anywhere in the country. The staff has years of experience in helping the successful harvesting 
of trophy Whitetails. They know exactly what it takes to make your dreams become a reality. The 
hunting will be in North Central Missouri. This area is known for its fertile croplands, cedar thickets 
and hardwood ridges, which combine for the perfect habitat for producing giant Whitetails. With rolling 
creek bottoms, hardwood timberland, and planted food plots throughout the property, it’s easy to 
see why the bucks of Record Breaking Ranch are second to none. The red and gold leaves of 
the hardwood timberland, the cool fall air blowing through them and the huge bucks that roam this 
hunting land will surely keep you coming back for more. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 
guide service, hunting licenses, trophy fees for one Midwestern White-tailed Deer up to 200 SCI for 
each hunter and field prep. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, dipping, packing/shipping 
and gratuities. Hunt may be extended or upgraded to include Elk or Aoudad; see outfitter for details. 
Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome; see outfitter for details. Arrival/departure point is St. 
Louis or Columbia, Missouri. For more information contact Eric Stonecipher by email estonecipher@
aol.com or by phone at 740-801-1935. Company’s website: www.recordbreakingranch.com 
 Booth No.: 2649 Donor’s Valuation: $17,000

FN015 Pakistan, Southern
3-day Pakistan Sindh Ibex Hunt Up To 39 Inches for 
One Hunter 
One hunter will travel to southern Pakistan in 
search of adventure and a trophy Sindh Ibex 
up to 39 inches on this 3-day, 1x1 guided hunt 
donated by Caprinae Safaris of Turkey. Hunter 
will be charged $1,000 an inch, if the Sindh Ibex is 
over 39 inches. Method of take is hunter’s choice, 
excluding crossbow or shotgun. Trip includes three 
hunting days; schedule hunt with outfitter for open 
dates November 1, 2023-March 31, 2024, only. No 

alternate dates are available. With rugged, snowy mountains that have fluted, icy pinnacles piercing 
the sky and windswept plains stretching for miles, Pakistan is a land of contrasts. It offers some of 
Asia’s most mind-bending features and a kaleidoscopic view of culture and ethnic structure. Being a 
game-rich country, Pakistan was appreciated by a number of trophy hunters long before its separation 
from British India. Many British soldiers here had the privilege of pursuing these game animals back 
in colonial times. Now it is your turn to hunt in these lands and have a taste of the excitement these 
sportsmen experienced previously. The Sindh Ibex is native to South Pakistan’s Kirthar Mountains, 
usually inhabiting altitudes of 1,500 to 4,500 feet. Hunter can realistically expect to collect an Ibex 
around 38’-42’ and over. Anything over the 40-inch mark is considered to be a great billy and most of 
our clients collect such an Ibex. The biggest we ever collected out of this area is 49 inches. Hunter 
will be the guest of the ruling family in this area and be accommodated in their luxurious villa located 
in the hearth of the hunting area. The Sindh counts toward the Capra World Slam and is a crowning 
achievement in any hunting career. Blandford Urial and/or Punjab Urial can easily be added on to this 
hunt. Included are guest house or hunting lodge accommodation, meals, hunting and rifle permits, 
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trophy fee for one best-available Sindh Ibex, area fees, all transfers to/from Islamabad and Karachi 
closest airport, customs handling, interpreter, guide service and trophy prep. Additional hunters are 
welcome for $19,000 up to 39 inches plus +$1,000/inch over 39 inches’, and observers are welcome 
for $2,400. Not included are international and domestic air fare, trophy shipment, hotel cost before/
after the hunt, visa cost, personal expenses and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Islamabad or 
Karachi, Pakistan. For more information, contact Mehmet Alkan or Riza Gozluk at Int. +90 242 322 
3770 or by email at info@caprinae.com. Company’s website: www.caprinae.com 
 Booth No.: 814 Donor’s Valuation: $19,900

FN016 Firearms
One-of-a-Kind Rifle Package 
African Rifle & Cartridge Company has donated a one-of-a-kind 
rifle package. This once in a lifetime donation consist of 5 rifles, 
each iconic caliber is associated with an iconic British Rifle maker 
and in turn is associated with one of the Big Five. Each rifle will 
come with a custom grip cap that will have a golden medallion of 
the matching Big Five animal.(.318 Westley Richards, Leopard, 
.375 H&H, Lion, .404 Jeffrey, Rhino, .416 Rigby, Buffalo and .505 
Gibbs, Elephant). For an unique touch each rifle will be matched 
to an iconic African hardwood and will come in a high quality 
presentation wooden case made from one of the five African 
hardwoods. The tip of each fore end will be made from matching 
hardwood, separated from the high-grade Turkish Walnut stock, 

by an African Ebony spacer. Each wooden case inside will be finished in padded leather. Each box 
in turn will be enclosed within a Pelican Rifle case. Additionally, each of rifles will be in sequential 
serial numbers. In this case, serial # 96 for the .318, 97 for the .375, 98 for the .404, 99 for the 
.416 and 100 for the .505 Gibbs. Each case will include a 1 x 4 power Zeiss scope with detachable 
mounts. To wrap up this one of kind donation each rifle case will include custom African Rifle & 
Cartridge Company ammunition tins for the supplied ammo. Each tin will be matched to the calibre 
with embossed emblems of the Big Five Animal. A matching cleaning kit tin. For more information, 
contact Stephen Carton-Barber by phone at 2+(774)-212-2055 or by email at xomaqua1@gmail.com. 
 Booth No.: 333 Donor’s Valuation: $110,000

FN017 Namibia, Central Namibia
10-day Namibia Safari for Four Hunters and Four Non-Hunters 
Four hunters and four non-hunters will travel to Namibia for 
this 10-day, 2x1 guided safari with $3,000 in trophy fees 
toward species for each hunter, donated by Namibia Safari 
Corporation. The hunters will have an opportunity to hunt 16 
different species of Plains Game. Method of take is rifle or bow. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. 
Namibia Safari Corporation has 109,000 acres of privately 
owned hunting ground that presents a spectacular diversity 
of game. Included are meals, accommodations, $3,000 credit 

towards trophy fees for each of the four hunters, 2x1 guide service, laundry, airport transfers, ground 
transportation during hunt, WiFi and field prep. Hunt can be extended, and additional hunters and 
non-hunters are welcome; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, 
dip/pack, firearm permits and gratuities. Additional Plains Game may be added to hunt per outfitter’s 
current trophy price list. Arrival/departure point is Windhoek, Namibia. For more information, contact 
Jaco van der Merwe by email at jaco@jsvdm.com. Company’s website: www.namibiasafaricorporation.
com 
 Booth No.: 605 Donor’s Valuation: $30,800
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FN018 Artwork - Sculpture
Smith Galleries Bronze Sculpture Title ìBarett with 
the Wood Duck’
Smith Galleries has donated a bronze sculpture 
title ìBarett with the Wood Duck’. This beautiful 
sculpture shows a life-size boy running with a 
Wood Duck just at his fingertips. The sculpture is 
72-in x 20-in x 48-in and weights around 110 lbs. 
For more information, contact Christopher W. Smith 
at christopher@smithbronze.com or by phone  
979-777-2432. Company’s website: 
www.christophersmithgalleries.com 
 Booth No.: 617 Donor’s Valuation: $38,000

FN019 Vancouver Island, Northwest Coast
5-day Vancouver Island Black Bear and Wolf Hunt 
for Two Hunters 
Two hunters will travel to Vancouver Island for a 
5-day, 1x1 guided Black Bear and Wolf hunt 
donated by Fraser River Outfitters. Each hunter 
will have the opportunity to harvest one Black Bear 
and one Wolf. Method of take is hunter’s choice. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in the 
spring of 2024 or 2025. Fraser River Outfitters is a 
second-generation family run business, owned and 
operated by John & Kathy Sievers. For more than 
35 years they have been committed to providing 
their clients a world class, fair chase hunting 
experience. Vancouver Island’s rugged northwest 
coast  encompasses more than 3,500 square miles, 
Fraser River’s island hunting concession is both 
the largest and the most remote in this region of the 
province of British Columbia. Endless coastline, 
mild winters and the abundance of habitat and 
feed are just some of the contributing factors in 
Vancouver Island’s unprecedented trophy quality. 
Included are accommodation, meals, 1x1 guide 
service, trophy fees for donated game, firearm 

permit, roundtrip airport transportation and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $12,500 
and non-hunters are welcome for $2,500. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($200 
per hunter), tags ($600 per hunter), CITES permit, government fee $75 perhunter, dipping, packing 
and shipping, alcohol and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Campbell River, British Columbia. For 
more information, contact John Sievers by email at borrego@telus.net or by phone at 604-790-0703. 
Company’s website: www.bchuntingadventure.com 
 Booth No.: 2645 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000
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FN020 Alaska, Alaska Peninsula
11-Day Alaska Peninsula Brown Bear, Black 
Bear, Wolverine and Wolf Hunt for One 
Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Mike Odin of Mike Odin’s Alaska 
Adventures, LLC, a long-time donor and SCI 
Life Member, is pleased to donate a fantastic 
11-day (9-hunt days and 2-travel days), 
1x1 fully guided hunt forAlaska Peninsula 
Brown Bear, Black Bear, Wolverine, and 
Wolf combo hunt for one hunter and one non-
hunter on private wilderness land concession 
on the Alaska Peninsula. Method of take is 
rifle only. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open 

dates from October 1-21, 2023 (if available), May 10-31, 2024 or October 1-21, 2025. No alternate 
dates are available. Hunt will occur near Katmai National Park and Preserve on a 30-mile coastal 
private land concession. Hunt includes, 1x1 fully guided service, trophy fees for Alaska Peninsula 
Brown Bear, Black Bear, Wolverine (available Fall hunts only), and Wolf for one hunter and one 
non-hunter, heated Arctic Oven tent accommodations, hearty homestyle cooked meals, beverages, 
in-field transportation (boat) and trophy field preparation. This is a wild and pristine wilderness area 
with a healthy population of Brown Bear, Black Bear, Wolverine, and Wolves. This is a spot-and-
stalk hunt along river corridors and tidal flats where ground blinds are strategically set-up. Hunt 
does not include, before/after hunt expenses, air charter flight to/from base camp is approx. ($3,000 
roundtrip), Alaska hunting license (U.S. non-resident $160, foreign non-resident $630), Brown/Grizzly 
tag (U.S. non-resident $1,000, foreign non-resident $1,300), Black Bear tag (U.S. non-resident $450, 
foreign non-resident $600), Wolverine tag (U.S. non-resident $350, foreign non-resident $500), Wolf 
tag (U.S. non-resident $60, foreign non-resident $100), and gratuities. Additional hunters and non-
hunters are welcome at outfitter’s current price list. Arrival and departure point is Anchorage or Homer, 
Alaska, where hunter(s) will be met at the airport and transported to their hotel. Mike assists hunters 
with every detail of their Alaska adventure. With Mike Odin’s Alaska Adventures, hunters can expect 
opportunities at big Brown Bears (9 ft. plus and some harvested over 10 ft.), a safe, comfortable hunt 
with extremely high success rate. Don’t miss out on your chance to experience this amazing Alaska 
Brown Bear hunt! For more information on this great hunting adventure contact Mike Odin at 1-907-
644-HUNT (4868) or by e-mail: mike@mikeodin.com. Company’s Website: www.mikeodin.com 
 Booth No.: 2301 Donor’s Valuation: $43,500

FN021 Furnishings - Home
Andy Sanchez Furniture Executive Desk “Sycamore 
Secrets” 
Andy Sanchez Furniture has donated a secret! This year’s 
choice for the SCI Auction is an executive desk Andy is calling 
Sycamore Secrets. He loves surprises so this desk will 
have some hidden compartments which he will only reveal 
to the purchaser. It also has two drawers and a keyboard 
pull out. It is made from a very figured Sycamore and Black 
Walnut. Inlay is Andy’s specialty and this desk has copper 
ore inlay. We guarantee it will make a statement in your 
office! The desk itself is 5 Ω ft. long and is 32 in. deep with 

an overall height of 30 in., with a weight of around 300 pounds. For more information, contact Andy 
Sanchez by phone 505-385-1189 or by email at andyandaarons@gmail.com. Company’s website: 
www.andysanchez.com 
 Booth No.: 2623 Donor’s Valuation: $26,000
We thank Andy Sanchez Furniture for this 100% donation.
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FN022 New Zealand, South Island
5-day New Zealand Gold-Medal Red 
Deer Hunt up to 420 SCI for Two Hunters 
and Two Non-Hunters 
Join Spey Creek Trophy Hunting on 
this 5-day, 2x1 guided Red Deer scoring 
up to 420 SCI  hunt for two hunters 
and two non-hunters at this spectacular 
private ranch in Kaikoura, New Zealand, 
an enchanting land consistently winning 
honors as one of the top international 
destinations in the world. Spey Creek 
Trophy Hunting’s ranch offers an 
exclusive opportunity to hunt in a 
naturally controlled environment, where 

you’ll find premium trophies awaiting. Included in your adventure are first-class accommodations in 
a 3,000-square-foot luxury lodge (located in the middle of the hunting area) and includes delectable 
meals. Method of take is hunters’ choice, excluding handguns. Schedule your hunt with Spey Creek 
Trophy Hunting from March-July 2023 or 2024. If you are looking to add a large Red Deer to your 
trophy collection, Spey Creek is the place to hunt! Spey Creek hunters have held the record for the 
largest Stags shot with any weapon for the past several years and their guests have taken many 
top ten animals in all four weapon categories. Spey Creek Trophy Hunting also offers trophy class 
hunting on thousands of acres for Tahr, Chamois, Rocky Mountain Elk, Fallow Deer, South Pacific 
Black Faced Ram, Feral Goat and Wild Boar. Extra game can be taken at published trophy fee rates,  
additional hunters in the group (at $17,000 per hunter), non-hunters are welcome for $1,250 
or sightseeing days may be added to this package. Quality and customer service are our  
number-one objective at Spey Creek Trophy Hunting. For that reason, John and Neroli choose not 
to accommodate a large quantity of hunters each year, to ensure that all of their guests’ needs 
are being met. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, firearm permits ($25 NZD), dipping, 
packing/shipping and gratuities. Your arrival/departure point is Christchurch, New Zealand. For more 
information, contact Wyatt McBride at 830-444-2128 or email hunt@sctrophyhunting.com. Company’s 
website is www.sctrophyhunting.com
 Booth No.: 719 Donor’s Valuation: $36,500

FN023 Specialty Items
Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel and a Tour for 6
SCIF Mission Programs-Sables/HS/Education has donated 
a Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel and a Tour for 6 Guest. Come 
spend the day with us at the Jack Daniel’s Distillery and 
select a barrel of your very own whiskey. Jack Daniel’s 
single barrel personal collection program invites our friends 
to hand-select their very own barrel of Single Barrel Select. 
Join us for a personal tasting and sample our whiskey until 
you find the barrel that’s just right for you. Included in this 
tour is Lunch at Miss Marry Bobo’s, selection in the Motlow 
house at the distillery with master distiller Chris Fletcher, 
the yield of the selected barrel delivered in six bottle cases 
approx. 240 750ml bottles depending on angels share, 
bottles personalized with barrel number, rick location, 
selection date and customizable sliver medallion, crystal 

decanter with rock glasses personalized barrelhead recognition in the Jack Daniels personal selection 
room in Lynchburg. For more information, contact Kathleen Robinson at 520-620-1220 or by email at 
KatieR@SCIFirstForHunters.org.     
 Booth No.:   Donor’s Valuation: Priceless
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FN024 South Africa, 
10-day South Africa Spiral Horn Safari for Two 
Hunters 
Graham Jones of Graham Jones Safaris 
invites two hunters to South Africa for a 10-day, 
1x1 guided Spiral Horn Slam for one Greater 
Kudu, one Nyala, one Eland, one Limpopo 
Bushbuck, one Eastern Cape Kudu and one 
Eastern Cape Bushbuck. Species are to be 

shared by both hunters. Method of take is hunter’s choice. If two non-hunters decide to join, they will 
receive an iconic South African Kruger Rand Gold Coin each, worth $1,500. The Gold Kruger Rand 
is iconic to South Africa and are the most successful Gold Bullion in the world. Designed timelessly 
this can be used as jewelry or kept as an investment; consult with outfitter for more details about 
the gold coin. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates between April-November 2023 or 2024. 
Graham and Ananda Jones have settled on their own private game reserve located in the Limpopo 
Province of South Africa, where they specialize in Plains Game and Big Game Safaris. Included 
are accommodations luxury Hemingway styled tented safari camp, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy 
fees for donated species and field prep. Additional species may be added per outfitters price list; see 
outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $550/day plus trophy fees and non-hunters are 
welcome for $250/day. Hunt can be extended for $550/day per hunter and $250 /day per non-hunter. 
Also, hunt is upgradable to include a photo safari to Kruger National Park, Cape Town, or Victoria 
Falls; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($500 per hunter), 
domestic return flights to Eastern Cape ($300 per person), transfer from Johannesburg international/
camp return $550/vehicle, Government VAT 15% on daily rates, transportation of trophies to the 
expeditor ($250 per hunter), dipping, packing & shipping service and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 
is Johannesburg or Tambo International Airport. For more information, contact Graham or Ananda 
Jones by email gjsafaris@icon.co.za or by phone at Int. 27823437663. Company’s website: www.
thesafarisofgrahamjones.com 
 Booth No.: 1146 Donor’s Valuation: $30,000

FN025 Argentina, La Pampa
7-day Argentina Red Deer, Blackbuck, Multi-Horn Sheep and 
Wild Boar Hunt for Four Hunters 
Estancia El Carrizal and South American Adventure 
Safaris has donated this 7-day/6-night 1x1 guided Red 
Deer (up to SCI Silver Medal incl.), Multi-Horn Sheep, 
Blackbuck and Wild Boar hunt for four hunters. Donated 
animals are to be shared by hunters on a one-trophy-per-
hunter basis. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for available 
dates May 1-July 31, 2023, or 2024. Located in southern La 
Pampa, Estancia El Carrizal’s concession comprises more 
than 40,000 acres of prime hunting habitat. Included in this 

hunt are accommodations, meals, beverages, one of each donated species, 1x1 guide service and 
field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $3,500 per hunter plus trophy fees; observers for $1,500 
each. Hunt can be extended for $550/day; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after 
hunt expenses, license ($450 per hunter), tags ($75 per animal), dip/pack ($250 per trophy), ground 
transfers ($200/person), gun rental ($60/day per hunter), firearm permits, expediting and gratuities. 
Hunt may be upgraded to include Axis Deer, Water Buffalo, Fallow Deer and Mouflon; see outfitter 
for details. Arrival/departure point is Bahia Blanca, Argentina. For more information, contact Marcelo 
Sodiro at Int. 54 93492 617808 or email marcelo@saadventuresafaris.com. Company’s website:  
www.saadventuresafaris.com 
 Booth No.: 1238 Donor’s Valuation: $22,750
We thank South American Adventure Safaris for this 100% donation.
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FN026  Alaska
10-day Alaska Moose Hunt for One Hunter
Adventure Hunts and Becharof Outfitters 
invite one hunter to Alaska for a 10-day, 1x1 
guided Alaska Moose hunt. Method of take 
is rifle or bow. Schedule hunt with outfitter for 
open dates in 2023 or 2024. The Moose in 
their hunting area grow big, thanks to healthy 
genetics and plenty of food. They have a very 
good relationship with the local people in and 
around the village of Egegik. Their exclusive 
outfitter access to this area ensures a very good 
opportunity for hunters to fill tags. The hunting is 

done from tented spike camps, where ground is covered on ATVs and by boat. Spotting game, then 
stalking in for a shot, is the norm. Moose are often called in during the rut. Bring hip or chest waders 
that you can walk in all day, every day, as that’s the most efficient way to comfortably cover ground. 
Mud and water dominate the lowland tidal flats and tundra that we hunt. Being able to shoot out to 300 
yards will help increase the chances of filling a tag, as the terrain, though gentle, can be challenging 
to negotiate due to all the water. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy 
fee for one Moose and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to include Wolves, Wolverine, Red Fox, 
Ptarmigan, Ducks and Geese; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, 
license ($175), tag ($800), roundtrip ground transfer ($600), packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Egegik, Alaska. For more information, contact Adventure Hunts at adventurehunts@
yahoo.com or 425-246-2970. Company’s website: www.adventurehunts.com or www.becharof.com        
 Booth No.: 2412 Donor’s Valuation: $19,500

FN027 Artwork - Original Art
Original Oil Painting on Canvas Titled “Bear In The Woods” By Craig Bone 
Craig Bone has donated an original oil painting on canvas titled ìBear In The Woods’. In this beautiful 
highly detailed painting Craig Bone captures the true beauty of a Large black bear in the woods. 
Craig Bone is an internationally recognized wildlife artist based in the USA. Craig was born and 
lived most of his life in Zimbabwe, having recently immigrated to the United States. He has a lifetime 
of experiences in Africa which have provided him with a unique and trailblazing path in the field of 
African Wildlife Art. Putting Craig at the forefront of his niche. Through his work Craig has supported 
conservation and humanitarian efforts worldwide. For more information, contact Anne-Marie Bone by 
email at craigboneart@gmail.com. Company’s website: www.craigbone.com
 Booth No.: 2417 Donor’s Valuation: $25,000



FN028 New Zealand, Wanaka
5-day New Zealand Red Deer Hunt up to 400 SCI 
for Two Hunters 
Here is your chance to hunt New Zealand on this 
5-day/4-night, 2x1 guided trophy Red Deer hunt for 
two hunters, donated by John Scurr Hunting Tours. 
Hunt will include two Gold-medal Red Deer up to 
400 SCI; each hunter will harvest one Red Deer. 
Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates February-June 30, 2023 or 2024. 
John Scurr Hunting Tours offers a unique hunting 
experience providing the opportunity to hunt both 
Islands of NZ covering all huntable species in NZ. 

Includes meals, guiding, trophy fees for two Red Deer up to 400 SCI, refreshments, accommodations, 
pick up and return to the Queenstown airport and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to include additional 
species and hunting days; see outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, 
dipping/packing/shipping, firearm permit, travel between Islands if required and gratuities. Upgrade 
to include additional species or extra days per outfitters pricelist. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$500 per day and observers are welcome at $275 per day. Arrival/departure point is Queenstown, 
New Zealand. We recommend you talk to our travel agent www.esplanadetravel.com about flight 
availability to and from New Zealand. For more information, contact John Scurr at Int.+6421919931 
or email jscurr@xtra.co.nz. Company’s website: www.johnscurrhuntingtours.co.nz 
 Booth No.: 2511 Donor’s Valuation: $20,000
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SN001 British Columbia, Terrace
9-Day British Columbia Winter Mountain Goat Hunt for 
One Hunter 
One hunter will travel to the north coast of British 
Columbia for a 9-day, 1x1 guided Mountain Goat 
hunt donated by Milligan Outfitting. Schedule hunt 
with outfitter for open dates between November 1, 
2023-February 28, 2024, only. No alternate dates are 
available. Method of take is rifle. British Columbia’s north 
coast, bordering Alaska, is noted for having the highest 
population of Mountain Goat in North America. Towering 
peaks, mountains and ice fields provide some of the 
best habitat for these magnificent animals. Milligan’s 
exclusive guiding area is in the heart of Mountain Goat 
heaven. Their area boasts the best trophy mountain 
goats available with over 40 alpine lakes to choose from. 
The winter hunt is an optimal time to harvest a Mountain 
Goat as they have moved to their wintering grounds and 
are near the bottom of the mountain. Additional hunters 
are welcome for $20,000 and non-hunters are welcome 

for $3,200. Included are accommodations, meals, trophy fees for one Mountain Goat and field prep. 
Not included are any before/after expenses, license and tag ($800), firearm permit, government fee 
($150), gratuities, dipping, packing and shipping. Arrival/departure point is Terrace, British Columbia. 
For more information, contact Bob Milligan by email at bob@milliganoutfitting.com or by phone at 
250-631-7100. Company’s website is www.milliganoutfitting.com.
 Booth No.: 1246 Donor’s Valuation: $20,000

SN002  Texas, Hunt
4-day Texas White-tailed Deer Up To 300 SCI for 
One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
 One hunter and one non-hunter will travel to 
Texas for a 4-day, 1x1 guided Texas White-
tailed Deer up to 300 SCI donated by Lazy 
CK Ranch. Method of take is hunter’s choice. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 
October 2023 or 2024. Lazy CK Ranch has 
8,000 acres of prime hunting land, their Hill 
Country Hunting Ranch, is able to give clients a 
great opportunity on harvesting a trophy animal. 
Hunting is in the Texas hill country by spot and 
stalk or enjoy sitting in one of their custom 
hunting blinds. Included are accommodations, 

meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for one Texas White-tailed Deer up to 300 SCI, alcohol, access 
to lodge amenities and field prep. Additional hunter are welcome for $150/day plus trophy fees. Hunt 
can be extended for $395/day or upgraded to include additional species per outfitters pricelist; see 
outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($395), packing, shipping 
and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is San Antonio, Texas. For more information, contact Allen 
Robinson by email at allen@lazyckranch.com or by phone at 830-640-3200. Company’s website: 
www.lazyckranch.com
 Booth No.: 2331 Donor’s Valuation: $25,180
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SN003 North Carolina, 
5-day North Carolina Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter
One hunter will travel to North Carolina for a 5-day, 1x1 
guided Black Bear hunt donated by Dare to Hyde. Method 
of take is hunter’s choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter for 
open dates between November-December 2024 or 2025. 
Dare to Hyde offer a unique hunting experience, and, typically, 
harvest Black Bears weighing over 300 pounds. Included are 
accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service and field prep. 
Additional hunters are welcome for $15,000. Not included are 
before/after hunt expenses, license ($300), tag ($300), car 
rental, packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 

is Fairfield, North Carolina. For more information, contact Chase Luker by email at chase.luker@
gmail.com or by phone at 252-995-2203. Company’s website: www.daretohyde.com
 Booth No.: 3211 Donor’s Valuation: $15,000

SN004 Argentina, Neuquen Province
6-night/5-day Argentina Big Game Hunt for Four 
Hunters and Four Non-Hunters
Algar Safaris is once again supporting SCI by 
donating this fantastic 6-night/5-day big game hunt 
for four hunters and four non-hunters (who share the 
room with the hunters), 1x1 guided one gold medal 
Red Stag and one Patagonian Ram for each of 
the four hunters. Schedule hunt with outfitter for 
open dates from March-June, 2024 or 2025. Method 
of take is hunters’ choice. Big game hunting will 
occur in NeuquÈn province, at the feet of the Andes 

Mountains, in Patagonia, Argentina. Comprising 85,000 acres of privately-owned land, Algar Safaris 
is just 60 miles north of the beautiful city of San Carlos de Bariloche, Patagonia’s most noted ski 
resort. Included are top-notch lodge accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, transportation to/
from Bariloche airport, field prep, trophy scoring, trophy tags for the donated game, trophy fees for 
donated animals, hunting licenses, wine and beer during meals, laundry, WI-FI internet and full use 
of ranch facilities. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, transfers between airports in Buenos 
Aires, air transportation from Buenos Aires to San Carlos de Bariloche, gun rental ($400), dipping/
packing/expediting, and gratuities. Additional hunters are welcome for $3,500 plus trophy fees and 
non-hunters are welcome for $1,750. This hunt may be upgraded or extended, or species added per 
outfitter’s current price list. Arrival/departure point is San Carlos de Bariloche airport (BRC), Argentina. 
For more information on this great hunting adventure contact Mariano Fernandez by email at info@
algar-safaris.com; visit their booth 2123 at the SCI Convention or by phone at Int. +54 9 11 3115 
0028. Company’s Website: www.algar-safaris.com
 Booth No.: 2123 Donor’s Valuation: $59,000

SN005 Jewelry
Custom Made 18kt White and Rose Gold Sapphire and 
Diamond Pendant and Chain
Gunderson’s Jewelers has donated a one-of-a-kind custom-
made 18kt White and Rose Gold Sapphire and Diamond 
Pendant and Chain. Gunderson’s Jewelers custom design is 
approached with outstanding craftsmanship and a devotion 
to detail that captures your love in a piece of jewelry that 

will be treasured for a lifetime. For more information, contact Breanne Demers by email at Breanne.
demers@gundersons.com or by phone at 712-255-7229. Company’s website: www.gundersons.com
 Booth No.: 1901 Donor’s Valuation: $30,000
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SN006 South Africa, 
7-day South Africa Gold Medal White Rhino Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
Game Trackers Africa and Rockwood Rhino Conservation invite one hunter and one non-hunter 
to South Africa for a 7-day, 1x1 guided White Rhino hunt. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt 
with outfitter for open dates between March-November 2023. Rockwood is a privately owned nature 
reserve that protects one of the largest populations of rhinos on the planet. Their thriving population 
of more than 350 white rhino is a testament to their highly successful and progressive approach 
to conservation. Limited targeted rhino hunting helps them to advance demographic and genetic 
conservation goals, whilst revenue generated directly contribute to anti-poaching. Game Trackers 
Africa - Rockwood Conservation invites you to become part of this legacy. Join SCI 2020 Professional 
Hunter of the year, Jaco Oosthuizen and Wicus Diedericks (Rockwood Conservation Founder) on this 
exhilarating hunt. You will be hosted at their 5-star luxury lodge situated in the sparsely populated and 
malaria free Northern Cape Province of South Africa where guests will be treated to delicious local 
cuisine whilst experiencing warm African hospitality. Included are trophy fee for 1 Rhino bull (Gold 
Medal Class), 1x1 guided service, 5-star ensuite lodge accommodation, all meals and beverages, 
meet and greet at Kimberley Airport, return road transfer, field preparation of trophies and CITES 
permit fees. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, dippping, packing, taxidermy and shipping 
service, rifle hire, ammunition, all flights and charters, visas, airport tax, side excursions, medical 
evacuation, personal insurance and gratuities. Hunt can be upgraded to harvest additional species 
as per outfitter pricelist.  Arrival/departure point is Kimberley Airport. For more information, contact 
Jaco Oosthuizen jaco@gametrackersafrica.com  or Int. 264 814819222. Company’s website:  
www.gametrackersafrica.com 
 Booth No.: 1341 Donor’s Valuation: $100,000
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SN007 Nunavut Territory, Arctic
10-day Nunavut Territory CITES Polar Bear 
Hunt for One Hunter 
Two of North America’s most prestigious and 
sought-after outfitters and top SCI donors have 
committed to promoting the advocacy mission 
and insuring the future of our hunting heritage 
with this world class adventure. Shane Black, 
SCI’s 2017 North American Professional 
Hunter of the Year, and Keegan McCarthy, 
SCI’s 2020 North American Professional 
Hunter of the Year, often referred to as the 
bear experts, have joined together to offer 
this first-class hunt. One very fortunate hunter 

will have the opportunity to experience Canada’s Arctic with or without snow! On this spring or late 
summer 10-day, 1x1 guided Polar Bear hunt donated by Shane Black of Canada North Outfitting. 
This adventure hunt is unique in both experience and the fact that you will use dogs or spot and stalk 
Polar Bear techniques! The hunt is carried out with your Inuit guide and Shane Black. Method of take 
is rifle. Buyer must schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in spring or August-October of 2024 or 
2025. Shane will accompany the hunter from arrival into Canada, Shane will share his knowledge and 
immerse you in this incredible Inuit culture and tradition including photographing the entire adventure 
and producing a personalized souvenir book. Canada North pioneered Arctic Big Game outfitting 
in 1981. Shane spends over half the year in the Arctic outfitting and supporting the communities. 
With all the time Shane spends in the Arctic and hunts he does, the Polar Bear is the most special. 
Truly the most incredible adventure hunt and as true conservation story with Polar Bear numbers 
estimated at nearly 28,500. The package includes in-field accommodations and meals, first and last 
night hotel room accommodations in Winnipeg or Ottawa, Canada with all meals and incidentals, 
round-trip Arctic flight to camp site, general 
administration and flight booking fees for flight 
to camp site, field prep and the Canadian 
5% GST sales tax. Hunt may be upgraded to 
include Central Barren Ground Caribou and 
Walrus on the late summer/fall hunt or Muskox 
on the spring hunt; see outfitter for more 
details. Additional hunters or non-hunters can 
be accommodated; see outfitter for details. Not 
Included is Nunavut hunting license ($63), Polar 
Bear tag ($1,312.50), Arctic Wildlife Research 
Fund ($250), shipping of trophies, taxidermy, 
expediting costs and gratuities. Current law 
forbids the importation of hides and skulls 
of both Polar Bear and Atlantic Walrus into 
the USA or Mexico. Canada North Outfitting 
will help arrange storage of trophies and 
advise on having a replica produced. 
Arrival/departure point is Winnipeg or  
Ottawa International Airport. For more 
information, contact Shane Black at 
250-961-7100 or by email at sblack@
canadanorthoutfitting.com. Company website: 
www.canadanorthoutfitting.com 
 Booth No.: 1811 
 Donor’s Valuation: Priceless
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SN008 New Zealand, 
5-day New Zealand Gold Medal Red 
Deer for One Hunter and One Non-
Hunter 
Venator Cardrona Safaris & the 
Fraser family proudly donates a 5-day 
hunt in New Zealand for a Red Stag 
up to 550 SCI for one hunter and one 
non-hunter. Method of take is rifle, bow, 
muzzleloader or crossbow. Schedule 
hunt with outfitter for agreed upon dates 
between February - July 2024 or 2025. 
Venator Cardrona Safaris & the Fraser 
family have a reputation for sharing the 
finest experiences for the discerning 

international hunter, family and non-hunter alike. Their trophy quality across the board is unparalleled 
in the Southern Hemisphere. Venator Cardrona Safaris is home to one of the largest privately-owned 
trophy red deer herds in the South Pacific. Their testament to decades of carefully focused game 
management allows you the opportunity to hunt the trophy of a lifetime. Their team of professional 
guides will help you achieve your goals with a ‘spot and stalk’ style of hunting. The approach is always 
one of exceeding expectations - be it with the service before and after, the hunting experience and 
the final trophy. Be prepared to pursue the greatest antlers in the world, while enjoying the new luxury 
5-star lodge situated on the edge of the beautiful Wanaka township. Their location ensures that both 
hunter and non-hunters alike will enjoy the experience of a lifetime. The hunt may be upgraded at 
any time to include additional game as per current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are 
welcome at current rates. Firearm rental is available. Included: trophy fee for one Red Deer up to 550 
SCI, daily rates, trophy preparation, firearm rental, airport transfers between Queenstown and the 
hunt concession, luxury lodge accommodations, meals & beverages and field prep. Not included are 
before/after hunt expenses, airfare, after hunt activities, firearm permit, dip and pack and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is Queenstown, New Zealand. For more information contact Duncan Fraser at 
duncan@venatornz.com or at Int. 64 274271009. Company’s website: www.venatornz.com 
 Booth No.: 1839 Donor’s Valuation: $30,000

SN009 C.A.R., Bangui
19-day Central African Republic Hunt for One Hunter and One 
Non-Hunter 
Alain Lefol Safaris invites one hunter and one non-hunter to 
the Central African Republic for a 19-day, 1x1 guided safari. 
Pick your game from outfitter’s list and pay the trophy fee for 
best available Central African Bongo, Giant Forest Hog, 
Central African Buffalo and five Duikers. Method of take 
is hunter’s choice. Schedule this hunt with outfitter for open 
dates January 2024 to July 2025, only. No alternate dates are 
available. This is a superb hunting adventure in one of the last 
wilderness areas left in Africa with no villages or access roads. 
Included are tented camp accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide 

service and vehicles. Not included are trophy fees for animals taken or wounded, firearm permit, 
license fee ($2,502), special air charters (approx. $18,818), VAT ($700), firearm rental ($30/day), 
dipping, packing/shipping of trophies ($1,952), tax on ammunition used ($6/round), CITES permit, 
any before/after hunt expenses and gratuities. Hunt may be extended for $2,044/day and upgraded 
to harvest giant Eland or Yellow Duiker; see outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for 
$38,852 and non-hunters for $6,859. Arrival/departure point is Bangui, C.A.R. For more information, 
contact Alain by phone at Int. 33 616026508, or by email at alain.vovodo.48@gmail.com. 
 Booth No.: 840 Donor’s Valuation: $45,688
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SN010 Firearms
The African Lion Rifle Collection 
Country Pursuits has donated an unbelievable 
set of five rifles to be featured on the 2023 SCI 
Convention show floor in Nashville where John 
Bolliger Jr will display them to convention attendees 
before they are auctioned to the high bidder. It took 
five years and hundreds of hours for master custom 
gunmaker John Bolliger Sr. to create The African 
Lion Rifle Collection, a five-rifle set that is not simply 
unique, but which can never be duplicated. Only at 
a Safari Club International Convention could such 
masterpieces be made available to the highest 
bidder. For the project, Bolliger acquired five 
consecutive stock blanks from a single 300-year-
old Turkish walnut tree. The highly figured walnut 

blanks were cut side-by-side and could be laid out so right side of one blank perfectly matched the 
left side of its neighboring blank. Bolliger then approached Winchester and requested five Model 70 
bolt actions for the project with custom, consecutive serial numbers. Actions with such special serial 
numbers are extremely rare and is not Winchester’s policy to do this. But because of John’s status 
as one of the world’s premier custom rifle makers, they finally agreed and produced the actions for 
this unique series. The barrels were crafted from special order Krieger 3-inch-diameter blanks with 
integral bases and are an art form in themselves. Engraving was to be done by five top American 
master engravers who were selected by Bolliger himself.  Each was given parameters, including what 
should be on each of the five rifles to ensure a diverse, but consistent theme.  For more information, 
contact David Cruz by email david@cpoutfitters.com or by phone 718-490-2333. Company’s website: 
www.cpoutfitters.com
 Booth No.: 2157 Donor’s Valuation: $

SN011 Zambia, Lusaka
21-day Zambia Lion, Leopard and Plains Game Hunt 
for One Hunter 
John Abraham and Madubula Safari invite one 
hunter to Zambia for a 21-day, 1x1 guided safari for 
Lion, Leopard and Plains Game. Method of take is 
rifle. Dates can be scheduled with outfitter between 
July-November 2023 or 2024, depending on quota. 
John is a life member and the 2007 SCI International 
Professional Hunter of the Year. This generous 
donation is the pinnacle of African hunting, in one 
of Africa’s premier cat areas. Zambia is known for 
its big black maned Lions and impressive Leopards; 

these areas are also famous for producing the biggest Sable in Africa. All Madubula’s areas border 
the famous National Parks in Zambia and offer some of the finest fair chase, free range hunting 
out there. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, 4x4 vehicle during hunt, CITES 
permits, USFW import permits by Bob Jacobson, (a $5,000 value) and field prep. Additional hunters 
and non-hunters are welcome per outfitters price list. Hunt can be extended per outfitters pricelist; 
see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($1,500), trophy fees for 
Lion ($18,000), Leopard ($9,000) and Plains Game, Zambia Visa ($50), firearm permit, air transfer 
(estimated $3,500), dipping/packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Lusaka, 
Zambia. For more information, contact John or Lauri Abraham by lauri@madubula.com or by phone 
at 817-235-9449. Company’s website: www.madubula.com
 Booth No.: 1546 Donor’s Valuation: $143,000
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SN012 Scotland, Culachy Estate
5-day Scotland Red Deer Hunt and Custom Jewelry Piece 
for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
 Travel to the Highlands of Scotland for an amazing five 
days that includes sightseeing, stalking Red Deer and 
enjoying the local scenery, while staying at Culachy 
Estate, as exclusive guests of Jorie the owner.  Schedule 
this rifle hunt with donor in the first week of October 2023. 
To memorialize this amazing trip, Jorie the founder and 

designer of Jorie Jewelry will collaborate with you to create a stunning bespoke jewelry piece 
made from the tusks of a Red Deer harvest from this trip. The free-range hunt will be 4-nights 
and 5-days comprising of 2 long days of hill stalking and 2 days of sightseeing around the historical 
Loch Ness region of Scotland. The hunt includes 1 majestic Red Deer on each of the 2 hunting days. 
Jorie Jewelry offers stunning trophy creations utilizing Culachy Red Deer tusks. The Culachy Red 
Deer Collection combines Jories’s two foremost passions in life: designing fine jewelry and hunting 
the majestic Highland Red Deer. Deer tusk jewelry dates back 15,000 years ago to the Neolithic Age. 
The hunter and non-hunter will also be invited to Jorie’s exclusive Family House Party, which is during 
peak week of the deer rut season. This is a highly coveted event and the guest list is select group of 
people from the world of hunting, finance, energy, medicine and academia. Everyone attending enjoy 
the outdoors, meals, fine wine and great music. Both men and women wore tusk jewelry, identifying 
themselves as skilled providers. Included in the hunt are fine accommodations, chef prepared meals, 
fine wines, guide service, use of rifles during hunt, trophy fees for two Red Deer, and $10,000 credit 
towards a bespoke custom jewelry piece. Additional Red Deer may be taken at market rate; see 
outfitter for details. Not included are any before/after trip expenses and airfare, packing, shipping 
and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Inverness Airport. For more information about this donation, 
contact Hamish Barne at 011 44 7990 977870 or hamishbarne@outlook.com. Company’s website: 
www.jorie.co.uk 
 Booth No.: 3032 Donor’s Valuation: $40,000

SN013  New Zealand, North Island
5-day New Zealand Rusa Deer Hunt and $1,000 Credit Towards 
Red Deer for Three Hunters  
Hunt the North Island of New Zealand on this 5-day/4-night, 2x1 
guided Rusa Deer hunt for three hunters donated by Kuranui New 
Zealand Hunting. In addition, each hunter will receive a $1,000 
credit towards a Red Deer of their choice. Method of take is rifle. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates April-August 2024, only. 
No alternative dates are available. Plus, each hunter will receive 
a hunting apparel package from Stoney Creek New Zealand; see 
outfitter for more details. Kuranui Hunting Lodge is nestled in a 

secluded valley by the Kuhatahi stream. Their private lodge has 5 bedrooms with plush super king beds 
and private ensuites. This luxurious hunter’s retreat offers under floor heating, a huge open fireplace with 
outstanding cuisine. Kuranui transverses the rolling foothills of the Mamaku Range in New Zealand’s 
North Island. It is home to some incredible Red Stags, which emerge to graze the lush clearings and 
river flats. Often the morning mist shrouds the Kaimai-Mamaku ranges and pure clear water tumbles 
out of lush ancient forest. Hunting this beautiful land for some of the world’s finest trophy deer will be 
among your most precious memories. Included are exclusivity at Kuranui, four nights’ luxury lodge 
accommodation, meals, guide service, field prep, trophy fees for best available Rusa Deer for each 
hunter and $1,000 credit towards a Red Deer for each hunter. Additional hunters and observers are 
welcome and additional trophies and upgrades are available. Not included are any before/after hunt 
expenses, firearm permits, dipping/packaging/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Rotorua 
Airport. For more information, contact Brent McConnell by phone at 64-21560002 or by email at brent@
kuranui.com   Company’s Website: www.Kuranui.com 
 Booth No.: 424  Donor’s Valuation: $36,975
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SN014 Alaska, Cordova
10-day Alaska Brown and Black Bear 
Hunt for One Hunter with Special Guest 
Alaska’s Governor Mike Dunleavy
Sam Fejes has invited one hunter to the 
Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge for this 10-
day, 1x1 guided rifle hunt for Alaskan 
Brown Bear and Black Bear with special 
guest Alaska’s Governor Mike Dunleavy. 
Schedule the hunt with the outfitter for 
open dates in May 2023, only. No alternate 
dates are available. Governor Dunleavy is 
an avid hunter and is passionate about the 

outdoors. Sam was the winner of SCI’s 1994 North American Outfitter of the Year Award, Dallas Safari 
Club’s 2006 Outfitter of the Year award, the 2013 C.J. McElroy Award and the 2016 Tony Sanchez 
Arino Award, as well as the Alaska Professional Hunter Award winner, twice. He has also received 
more than 90 tops Alaskan APHA awards over the years. When you hunt with Sam, you are assured 
that you will have a safe, enjoyable and memorable trip and the trophy hunt of a lifetime. As an Alaska 
master guide, Sam owns and operates the Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge in Cordova, Alaska. The 
area is home to large populations of Brown and Black Bears. This hunt donation is a tremendous 
opportunity for one hunter to secure a hunt with one of the most recognized outfitters in Alaska. 
Hunt from the main lodge and tent camps. Included with this donation are lodge accommodations, 
meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy field prep fleshing and salting. Additional hunters and observers are 
welcome per outfitter’s current price list. Not included are the air charter to/from the lodge (approx. 
$1,250/person), game tags (U.S. resident $1,450, foreign resident $1,900), hunting license (U.S. 
non-resident $160, foreign resident $630), bed tax ($25.), APHA fee ($200) and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Cordova, Alaska. Don’t let this chance for the ultimate Alaskan adventure pass you 
by! Contact Sam by phone at 907-349-4040 or by email at fejesguideservice@gmail.com for more 
information. Company’s website: www.fejesguideservice.com.
 Booth No.: 1715 Donor’s Valuation: $29,500

SN015 Jewelry
Natural Columbian Emerald & Diamond Necklace 
For those with exquisite taste in jewelry, Baranof 
Jewelers has donated a breathtaking Natural 
Columbian Emerald & Diamond Necklace Set in 
14 karat white gold, set with 19.20 carats of bluish-
green emeralds, 12.00 carats of diamonds, F Color, 
Vs1 Clarity. For more information, contact Andrea 
Hernandez by phone at 435-658-3877 or by email 
at baranofjewlers@msn.com. Company’s website: 
www.baranofjewelers.com 
 Booth No.: 1023 Donor’s Valuation: $75,000
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SN016 Spain, Northeast
10-day Spain Iberian Red Deer, Pyrenean Chamois 
and Iberian Mouflon Hunt for Two Hunters and Two 
Non-Hunters
Pablo Carol of Wild Hunting Spain invites two 
hunters and two non-hunters to Spain for a 10-day 
(with 8 days of hunting), 1x1 guided Iberian Mouflon, 
Iberian Red Deer and best available Pyrenean 
Chamois hunt. Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt 
with outfitter for open dates in 2023, 2024 or 2025. 
Each hunter can harvest one Iberian Mouflon, 
one Iberian Red Deer and one Pyrenean Chamois. 
Wild Hunting Spain strives to offer the best mountain 
hunts. Wild Hunting Spain was born out of the 
realization that they could transfer their knowledge 

and expertise to offer their guests the best possible experience. Included are accommodations, meals, 
1x1 guide service, trophy fees for one Iberian Mouflon, one Iberian Red Deer and one best available 
Pyrenean Chamois for each hunter, firearm permit and gratuities. Hunters can harvest upgraded 
medal species; see outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome for $550/day plus trophy fee 
and non-hunters are welcome for $300/day. Hunt can be extended for $550/day; see outfitter for 
details. Not included are before/after expenses, license ($300 per hunter), 21% VAT on total value 
of the donation ($10,500), dipping and packing ($300 per trophy), shipping and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Barcelona. For more information, contact Pablo Carol by email at info@iwhunting.
com or by phone at Int. 34669697600. Company’s website: www.wildhuntingspain.com
 Booth No.: 2748 Donor’s Valuation: $50,000

SN017 Botswana, Southeast
10-day Botswana Elephant Hunt for One 
Hunter and One Non-Hunter
Trophy Game Safaris Botswana invites one 
hunter and one non-hunter to Botswana for 
a 10-day, 1x1 guided Elephant hunt. Method 
of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
for open dates between April-September 
2023, only. No alternate dates are available. 
Trophy Game Safaris, family owned and 
established 1998.  A multi-generation 
company with Tino, Arno and Ruan serving 
as your professional hunters/outfitters. This 
hunt is an exciting adventure exposing you to 
over a million acres of Southern Botswana; 

while you meet communities and learn how elephants affect their daily activities. Elephants in this 
area are on average 30 lbs. to 40 lbs. with a few larger ones up 50 lbs. taken the past two years. 
Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for one elephant, CITES permit, 
ground transportation during hunt and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $550/day plus 
trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $350/day. Hunt can be upgraded to harvest Plains 
Game species per outfitters price list; see outfitter for more details. Not included are before/after 
hunt expenses, license ($5,000), firearm permit, ground transfers from Gabarone ($550 per person), 
dipping, packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Kwadiwa Ranch, Botswana. For 
more information, contact Arno de Beer by email at tgsafariafrica@gmail.com or by phone at Int. 
26774302555. Company’s website: www.tgsafari.co.za 
 Booth No.: 135 Donor’s Valuation: $41,000
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SN018 British Columbia, Dease Lake
14-day British Columbia Stone Sheep Hunt for One 
Hunter 
Billy Oestreich of Bluestone Outfitting invites one 
hunter for a 14-day, 1x1 guided opportunity to hunt in 
British Columbia’s Cassiar Mountains for a true dark 
phase Stone Sheep. Method of take is rifle. You can 
schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in 2023 
or 2024. Bluestone has maintained unparalleled 
success for decades, and truly is one of the premier 
outfitters in North America. Bluestone Outfitting are 
long time exhibitors and donors to SCI. Billy is also 
in the forefront of wildlife health and conservation 

projects in the Tahltan Region. They were the catalyst of the first ever Ungulate Health Study in 
collaboration with the provincial government of British Columbia, as well as the first Stone Sheep 
collaring project in decades in British Columbia. Do not miss this opportunity to hunt and take a 
dark phase Stone Sheep. Although most hunts are conducted via horses to access sheep country, 
the outfitter requires that the hunter be in sheep shape as the hunt can be physically demanding. 
Hunt includes trophy fee for Stone Sheep, 1x1 guide service, accommodations, meals, field prep, 
transportation from Dease Lake to base camp, return and any necessary camp moves during the 
hunt. Additional species of Mountain Goat, Mountain Caribou, Canadian Moose, Black Bear or Wolf 
can be added at current year prices; see outfitter for more details. Additional hunters are welcome for 
$65,000 and non-hunters are welcome for $300/day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, 
license and tag ($1,431), 5% GST, TGOA admin. fee ($350), packing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is Dease Lake, British Columbia. For more information, contact Bill Oestreich at 
superguides@hotmail.com or 867-333-2323. 
 Booth No.: 2333 Donor’s Valuation: $65,000

SN019 Tanzania, Kizigo Game Reserve
14-day Tanzania Leopard, Cape Buffalo and 
Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One 
Non-Hunter
Ganam Adventures invite one hunter and 
one non-hunter to Tanzania for a 14-day, with 
10-days of hunting, 1x1 guided Leopard, 
Cape Buffalo and Plains Game safari. 
Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with 
outfitter for open dates between July-October 
2023, or 2024. Hunting will take place near the 
Kizigo Game Reserve in Tanzania. Hunting in 
Tanzania is a hunter’s paradise with a variety 
of biotopes and landscapes offering a diverse 
area for animals. Ganam Adventures has over 

25 years dynamic expertise and guiding in Africa. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide 
service, hunting license, conservation fee, concession fee, WiFi, firearm permit, roundtrip ground 
transfers to camp, laundry service, meet and greet at airport, and field prep. Hunt can be upgraded to 
include additional species per outfitters price list; see outfitter for details. Not included are before/after 
hunt expenses, trophy fees for Leopard, Cape Buffalo and Plains Game, air transfers ($15,000 US 
dollars), CITES permit, dipping/packing/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Kilimanjaro 
International Airport. For more information, contact Arnaud Mermet by email at amsafarichasse@
gmail.com or by phone at Int. 34609284000. Company’s website: www.ganamadventures.com
 Booth No.: 449 Donor’s Valuation: $94,100
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SN020 Personal Items
King Size Full Skin Blue Fox Blanket
Hyde Fur & Shearling has donated a king size Full Skin Blue 
Fox Blanket. The fox fur is full, luxurious and soft. The color is 
mainly white with black tones. Pelts color may vary because 
each pelt is unique. It’s a beautiful blanket that can be used in 
many different rooms and makes a statement while keeping 
you warm and cozy. The blanket is a king size 80in. x 80in. 
and weights around 30lbs. For more information, contact 
Sergio Hernandez by phone at (435) 901-1422 or by email at 
hydefurandshearling@gmail.com. Company’s website: www.
hydeluxuryapparel.com 
 Booth No.: 3151 Donor’s Valuation: $30,000

SN021 South Africa, Waterberg 
Wilderness Reserve
10-day South Africa Cape Buffalo 
Hunt for Two Hunters
Two hunters will travel to South 
Africa for a 10-day, 1x1 guided 
Cape Buffalo hunt donated by 
Kwalata Safaris. Each hunter will 
have the opportunity to harvest 
one Cape Buffalo. Schedule this 
rifle hunt with outfitter for open 
dates between August 1-October 
31, 2023, only. No alternate dates 
are available. Hunting will be 
near the Waterberg Wilderness 
Reserve, which is a nearly 78,000-
acre game reserve. Included are 

accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for one Cape Buffalo for each hunter, laundry 
service, transportation of trophies and field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $15,500 plus 
trophy fees and non-hunters are welcome for $300/day. Hunt can be extended for $1,550/day per 
hunter and additional species can be added per outfitter pricelist; see outfitter for details. Not included 
are before/after hunt expenses, transportation charter to hunting area ($850 per hunter), firearm 
permit, dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is OR Tambo International 
Airport. For more information, contact Jaco Strauss by email at office@kwalata.com or by phone Int. 
27795001941. Companyís website: www.kwalata.com
 Booth No.: 2812 Donor’s Valuation: $50,000
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SN022 France, Vexin and Normandy Region
5-day France Red Deer, Mouflon and Fallow Deer 
Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
Two hunters and two non-hunters will travel to France 
for a 5-days, 2x1 guided hunt for one Gold-medal 
Red Deer, one Gold-medal European Mouflon 
and one Gold-medal Fallow Deer by Hunt Trip 
France. Donated species are to be shared by both 
hunters. Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for 
open dates in 2023 or 2024. Hunting location is only 
a 50-min. drive outside of Paris with a classic XV 
century French castle. This was the home to Anne-

Sophie & Alexander your host and PH. The estate lies in beautiful surroundings in the Vexin region 
between Paris and the Normandy region. In addition, dinner for four guest at Jules Verne, the very 
famous restaurant at the top of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, is part of the donation. Included are luxury 
accommodations, meals and drinks, 2x1 guide service, trophy fees for one Red Deer, one Fallow 
Deer and one Mouflon shared between both hunters, 20% VAT on total donation value ($8,600) and 
field prep. Hunt can be upgraded for bigger trophies and other species, such as, Wild Boar, Roe 
Deer, White Deer, Red Deer, European Mouflon and Fallow Deer. Additional hunters are welcome for 
$850/day and non-hunters are welcome for $480/day. Trip may be extended for $850/day per hunter 
or tourism day. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, field prep, dipping, packing/shipping 
of trophies, license ($950), firearm permit and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Paris Charles de 
Gaulle Airport. For more information, contact Alexander Grabowski at contact@hunt-trip-france.com 
or Int. 336 609 759 16. Company’s website: http://www.hunt-trip-france.com
 Booth No.: 2234 Donor’s Valuation: $43,000

SN023 Argentina, Cordoba
4-day Argentina Dove Shoot for Sixteen Hunters 
Sixteen Hunters will be guests of Tomas Frontera, 
owner of Frontera Wingshooting, as they stay 
three nights and hunt for four days at La Zenaida 
or El Paraiso Lodge, a five-star lodge in Argentina. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates August 1, 
2023-May 30, 2024, only. The lodge is located next 
to one of the most highly concentrated Dove roosts in 
Cordoba. The lodge holds 16 hunters in 8 luxurious 
double occupancy rooms, each with a private bath, 
A/C, central heating, WiFi, an outdoor swimming pool 
and fire pit. This hunt offers the best high-volume 
experience ever, where 1,000 shots a day are 
common. Included are accommodations, meals, open 
bar with beverages and local spirits, field transfers, 
guide and gun-cleaning services. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $2,130; non-hunters $1,065. Not 

included are any before/after hunt expenses, licenses ($75/day/hunter), airport transfers ($200 RT/
person), shells ($15.90/box), gun entry permit ($140/gun), gun rental ($90/day/hunter), bird boy ($30/
hunt) and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Cordoba Intl. Airport. For more information, contact 
Tomas toll free at 888-236-1033 or email clarita@fronterawingshooting.com. Company’s website: 
www.fronterawingshooting.com 
 Booth No.: 1505 Donor’s Valuation: $34,080
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SN024 British Columbia, Dixon Entrance-
Pacific Ocean
4-day British Columbia Salmon, Lingcod and Halibut 
Fishing Trip for Two Anglers 
Experience the ultimate salmon fishing adventure 
in British Columbia’s famous Queen Charlotte 
Islands. This is a deluxe 4 day, guided trip for two 
anglers with Queen Charlotte Lodge. Schedule 
trip with outfitter for open dates in 2023 or 2024. 
Available species include Chinook Salmon, Coho 
Salmon, Lingcod and Halibut. Enjoy comfortable 
accommodations, delicious meals and exceptional 

service at all of Queen Charlotte Lodge’s facilities . Their fishing grounds are renowned for chrome-
bright King Salmon that feed heavily in the northern waters. Fish for King Salmon and Halibut with 
one of their expert guides from a custom-built twenty-two foot aluminum boat outfitted with a new 
four-stroke outboard every year. Donation includes accommodations, meals, private jet from/to 
Vancouver, helicopter flight to lodge, use of tackle and flotation gear and field prep. Additional anglers 
or observers are welcome for $6,000+ per person. Not included are alcoholic beverages, licenses 
($25 per angler) and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Vancouver, British Columbia. For more 
information, contact Kevin Clough at 604-420-7197 or kclough@fishqcl.com Company’s website: 
www.queencharlottelodge.com 
 Booth No.: 1245 Donor’s Valuation: $16,000

SN025 Artwork - Sculpture
Original Bronze Sculpture Titled ìPrimitive 
Force’ by Lorenzo Ghiglieri
Lorenzo Ghiglieri and Mark Russo has donated 
a Bronze Elk Sculpture titled ìPrimitive Forceì 
that measures 38 in. x 24 in. x 14 in. This piece 
depicts two Elk in a sparring match. Ghiglieri 
and his assistants travel the world to study, 
research and authenticate game for the wildlife 
museums of the United States, Puerto Rico and 
other significant places worldwide. Ghiglieri’s 
work features animals from around the world, 
within close call experiences. Ghiglieri brings 

his creations to life. The diversity of his genius is profound. Each masterpiece evokes a distinguished 
style that reflects the integrity of Creation. It defines and reveals a unique power and beauty that is 
authentic, meaningful, and valuable for the discerning collector. It is his passion. For more information, 
contact Mark Russo at 503-705-0316 or by email at markrwt21@gmail.com. Company’s website: 
www.art-lorenzo.com.
 Booth No.: 1701 Donor’s Valuation: $32,500



SN026 New Zealand, South 
Island
5-day New Zealand Red Deer Up To 
430 SCI Hunt for Two Hunters 
River South Safaris New Zealand 
is donating an amazing safari for two 
hunters in New Zealand that includes 
trophy fee for one Red Deer up to 430 
SCI for each hunter. Method of take 
is hunters’ choice, excluding handgun. 
Schedule this 5-day, 2x1 guided hunt 
with outfitter for open dates March - July 
2024 or 2025. Mark and Pam Waite are 
your outfitters and are the sole owners/
operators of Rivers South Safaris New 
Zealand and Mt. Walker Station. They 
invite you to come and experience 
some of the best Big Game hunting 

that the beautiful South Island of New Zealand has to offer. Hunters will enjoy exclusive hunting 
on their property, Mt. Walker Station. Included are accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide service and 
trophy fees for one Red Stag up 430 SCI for each hunter. Additional hunters are welcome; see 
outfitters for details. Hunt may be upgraded to include additional species; see outfitter for details. 
Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, license ($25/hunter), firearm permit, field prep, dip/
pack/ship and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Christchurch, New Zealand. For more information, 
contact Mark and Pam at riverssouth@xtra.co.nz or at Int. 64-3-6854-915. Company’s website:  
www.riverssouthsafaris.co.nz 
 Booth No.:  Donor’s Valuation: $31,000
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XX001 Artwork - Original Art
Original Oil Painting by Robert Copple Titled ‘Prince of the 
Predators’
An original oil painting and embellishment on copper with 
hand-patina titled “Prince of the Predators” has been donated 
by Robert Copple- Art and Soul, measuring 36in. x 36in. This 
stunning portrait of a trophy Leopard is framed and ready to hang 
on the wall and is one-of-a-kind original oil and embellishment 
of a fine art reproduction with hand patina. Robert R. Copple 
has been selling his art professionally for over thirty years and 
has been honored as a featured artist at numerous galleries, 
museums, shows, and charity events. Including, the honor of 
being chosen as Disney’s First Featured Artist, with a large art 
exhibit showcased at the California Adventure Theme Park at 
Disneyland. In addition, his art has been featured on TV shows 

like Good Morning America, The Discovery Channel, The Outdoor Channel, Disney TV, as well as 
gracing the covers and pages of many magazines. For more information, contact Robert Copple by 
phone at (562)-822-5478. Company’s website: www.robertcopple.com.  
 Booth No.: 227 Donor’s Valuation: $16,000

XX002 Artwork - Original Art
Original oil painting titled Blue Bounty, by Linda Besse 
Original oil painting titled donated by Besse Art and painted by artist Linda 
Besse, SCI 2018 Artist of the Year. Snow geese are beautiful birds, but 
it is their dark phase (often referred to as blue geese or “blues”) which 
are really dressed up. The first time Linda saw one she marveled at its 
feathers. A traditional hunting painting with these stunning birds called 
for a log cabin and muzzleloader. This original oil painting measures 
38” X 24” and is complemented with custom framing. Linda’s award-
winning paintings are collected by SCI members on five continents. For 
more information about her work see www.BesseArt.com or call her at 
(509) 238-9129. Company’s website: www.BesseArt.com
 Booth No.: 545 Donor’s Valuation: $8,500

XX003 Artwork - Sculpture
Hand-Carved Teak Wood Eagle Sculpture 
Earth Creations has donated a beautiful hand-carved teak wood 
eagle sculpture. Earth’s Creations is where nature and history meet 
in the form of beautiful furniture and carvings borne from mother 
earth. This magnificent hand-carved sculpture was carved from an 
old teak tree stump found in the mountains of Indonesia. Some of 
the stumps we carve are two-three or four hundred years old. The 
carving division of Earth’s Creations is Artistic Teak, it consists of 
a team of some of the best carvers in the world and is coached 
and led by founder, artist and designer Owen Walton. Owen often 
says, ‘God created the teak stumps, we just make something from 
them’. You can be assured your purchase is truly one-of-a-kind. 

The sculpture stands 45in. tall x 43in. wide and weights around 100lbs. For more information, contact 
Owen Walton by phone at (334) 559-6625 or by email at cowjr48@yahoo.com. Company’s website: 
www.earthscreations.net
 Booth No.: 3206 Donor’s Valuation: $16,500
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XX004 Artwork - Original Art
2013 Federal Duck Stamp Original Color Pencil Drawing 
and a Limited Edition Remarqued 2013 Federal Duck Stamp 
print.     
Steiner Prints has donated an amazing two-piece donation! 
The first item is an original one-of-a-kind color drawing for 
the 2013 Federal Duck Stamp by Robert Steiner, the world’s 
foremost duck stamp artist, this drawing is part of the history 
of American Art.  Many books have been written about the 
Federal Duck Stamp that show the preparatory drawings. 

This is the closest thing to owning the original painting which sold for $100,000. The second item is a 
2013 Federal Duck Stamp President’s Artist Proof print with a beautiful and unique color Remarque, 
1 mint stamp, 1 artist signed stamp and a medallion. For more information, contact Robert Steiner 
by phone at 415-387-9754 or by email at customerservice@steinerprints.com.  Company’s website: 
www.steinerprints.com.  
 Booth No.: 2736 Donor’s Valuation: $38,000

XX005 Artwork - Original Art
Original Oil Painting Titled “Close Encounter” by Joe Kronenberg 
McKellar Sculpture Studio has donated a original oil painting titled 
“Close Encounter” by Joe Kronenberg. Experience a face to face 
“Close Encounter” with a large Grizzly in this original oil painting by 
Joe Kronenberg. No matter where you stand in the room...his eyes will 
follow you. Dimensions for the piece 42-in x 28-in. For more information, 
contact Joe Kronenberg by phone at (208) 659-0469 or by email Joe@
Kronenbergart.com. Company’s website: www.jerrymckellar.com 
 Booth No.: 639 Donor’s Valuation: $14,250

XX006 Artwork - Hand-Crafted
Glass Blown Silver Skull, by Grant 
Garmezy 
Grant Garmezy has donated a blown 
glass deer skull gilded with pure silver 
leaf. This piece is truly one-of-a-kind, 
as he sculpts 2,000-degree hot glass 
without the use of molds. Garmezy grew 
up on a working farm outside of Nashville, 
Tennessee. As long as he can remember, 
he’s been fascinated with the arts and 
working with his hands to create things. 

Garmezy’s work can be found in collections in Swaziland, Africa, Tokyo, Seoul, Istanbul, Paris, 
London, Venice, and Dubai. Throughout the U.S., his sculptures adorn the penthouse suite of the 
Bellagio Hotel, mansions in the Hamptons, seaside condos in Florida and farms in Tennessee. His 
work has been featured on the cover of Glass Art Magazine. The piece measures 31 in. wide, 18 in. 
tall, 18 in. deep. For more information contact Grant Garmezy by phone at (615) 476-3337 or by email 
at grantgarmezyglass@gmail.com. Company website: www.grantgarmezyglass.com  
 Booth No.: 214 Donor’s Valuation: $11,500
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XX007 Knives
Damascus Steel Bowie Knife, #5 of the Big 5 Set 
DAMASCUS USA (Charlton Ltd) vendor at SCI for over 45 years 
present’s a huge D Guard Damascus Steel Bowie, #5 of the Big 5 set. 
Matching Damascus hardware to match Blade & portions of the South 
African scabbard which matches the South African ebony handle. The 
butt cap features a matching Damascus Cape Buffalo head. Made in 
America & a truly magnificent addition to any collection. The blade is 
22-in. with an overall length of 28-in. and weights around 4lbs. Veteran-
owned Damascus - USA was established in 1978 and was the former 
maker of SCI Damascus Club Knives for 8 years. For more information, 
contact Rob L. Charlton at 252-370-7540 and visit www.damascususa.
com.
 Booth No.: 1030 Donor’s Valuation: $7,500

XX008 Artwork - Sculpture
Original Leadwood Sculpture Titled Timid Approach
Call Of Africa Galleries has donated a stunning original leadwood sculpture 
titled Timid Approach. This incredibly detailed Kudu sculpture was done 
by accomplished Zimbabwean sculptor Bekezela Gonde. The dimensions 
of the piece are 24-inches x 24-inches x 7-inches. For more information, 
contact Ross Parker at 954-445-8252 or by email callofafricawarehouse@
yahoo.com. Company’s website: www.callofafrica.com
 Booth No.: 1537 Donor’s Valuation: $7,999

XX009 Firearms
Boring Rifles Custom Built 375 H&H Rifle
Boring Rifles is proud to announce the donation of a custom 
built 375 H&H rifle. Tradition meets modern with this rifle 
design, features a 22-in carbon fiber barrel nestled into a hand-
crafted Bastogne walnut stock. An acid wash patina covers the 
stainless-steel action and accompanying parts for a stunning 

aesthetic that really sets this gun apart. To help tame the recoil, this rifle comes with Borings three 
port super bee brake. Quick facts include: Defiance action 22 inch carbon fiber barrel 1:12 twist hand 
carved Bastogne walnut stock m5 inlet with boring rifles bottom metal + 3 round magazine jewel 8 
oz curved trigger Boring Rifles super bee muzzle brake and custom acid washed patina. For more 
information, contact Karston Davis by phone at (801) 707-4518 or by email karston@boringrifles.
com. Company’s website: www.boringrifles.com 
 Booth No.: 1258 Donor’s Valuation: $8,000

XX010 Clothing - Womens
Sheared Beaver Stroller with Black Swakara and Natural Chinchilla Trim 
Great Rocky Mountain Furs has donated a beautiful Black and Gray 
Sheared Beaver Stroller with Black Swakara and Natural Chinchilla trim. 
No doubt, a real showstopper with the two most luxurious furs in the world 
in one amazing coat. High fashion, warmth and comfort all at the same 
time. Stroller is in a size 12 and not exchangeable. For more information, 
contact Sierra Smith by email at highsierra@union-tel.com or by phone 
at 307-389-2481. Company’s website: www.greatrockymountainfur.com
 Booth No.: 1026 Donor’s Valuation: $8,000
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XX011 Clothing - General
Fur Coat 
Alan Michael USA has donated a fur coat. Size is M/L and is not exchangeable. 
With more than 20 years of storied history, Alan Michael Leatherworks has too 
long been a well-kept industry secret. Featuring the richly creative designs of 
founder Alan Michael Cohen, this exclusive leather clothier has supplied jackets, 
vests, skirts, pants, and shirts to many of today’s hottest stars in music, fashion 
and film entertainment. For more information, contact Jane Cohen at 310-470-
8221 or by email amusacorp1022@gmail.com. Company’s website: www.
alanmichaelusa.com.
 Booth No.: 1563 Donor’s Valuation: $8,000

XX012 Jewelry
Madison’s Jewelers Tanzanite Pendant 
Madison’s Jewelers has donated a custom Tanzanite pendant, add 
this beautiful pendant to any outfit or occasion. Madison’s Jeweler’s 
specializes in one of a kind pieces, precious stones, precious metal 
jewelry and jewelry repair. Established in 1988 and incorporated in FL. 
For more information, contact Charan Kumar by phone at 407-788-

7481 or by email at ckumar2970@aol.com. Company’s website: www.madisonsjewelers.com 
 Booth No.: 2441 Donor’s Valuation: $17,400

XX013 Artwork - Sculpture
Bronze Sculpture Titled “African Attitude” by 
Daniel Parker 
Parker Bronze has donated a beautiful bronze 

sculpture titled “African Attitude” by Daniel Parker. This beautiful bronze shows a large Cape Buffalo 
showing his pride and determination. Daniel’s sculptures are in prized collections around the world 
including countless pieces in private collections in the United States. Collectors include Jack Nicklaus, 
who purchased the bear table titled “Members Only” an edition now sold out. For more information, 
contact Daniel Parker by email at dan.parkerbronze@gmail.com or by phone at 406-257-3811. 
Company’s website: www.danielparker.com 
 Booth No.: 1300 Donor’s Valuation: $12,000

XX014 Firearms    Best of the 
West Signature Rifle System in 6.5 PRC 

 Best of The West has donated the flagship Signature Rifle System in a 
7PRC. The Best of the West Signature Rifle System is the flagship rifle rolled 

out in 2012 after years of trial and error and fine-tuning components. Based on the Remington 700 
action, the Signature is available in various calibers. Expertly crafted and meticulously assembled 
these fine rifles are topped with a Huskemaw Blue Diamond 5-20x50 hunting scope. These optics are 
the most advanced long range hunting scope available today with the patented windage technology 
and custom Rapid Field Ballistic Compensator (RFBC) turret. These turnkey systems are individually 
proven accurate to 1,000 yards and will increase your chances of success on that hunt-of-a-lifetime. 
The rifle also includes 40 rounds of BOTW signature series ammo, two sets of custom laser engraved 
dual-stack turrets, Huskemaw scope cover and Switchview lever, and TSA approved premium modular 
rifle case. For more information, contact Best of the West by email at info@bestofthewestarms.com or 
by phone at (866) 754-7618. Company website: www.bestofthewestarms.com.
Booth No.: 1953 Donor’s Valuation: $10,300 No.: 45205
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XX015 Firearms
Blaser R8 Ultimate in a .300 WM & .375HH 
Blaser USA, Inc. has donated the Blaser R8 Ultimate in a .300 WM & .375HH. The Blaser R8 Ultimate 
is more than just a rifle, it is a platform that allows you the flexibility to interchange calibers while 
providing ergonomic perfection in stock design and unequaled trigger performance. For more than 
65 years now, Blaser has been developing and manufacturing innovative hunting rifles with an 
uncompromising commitment to quality at our location in Germany. As active hunters, inspiration 
for our innovations comes when we are out in the field. In doing so, we solely focus on hunting 
practice. Meanwhile Blaser developments go far beyond just hunting rifles: It is there declared goal 
to provide you with excellent hunting gear that is perfectly in tune, from hunting optics, ammunition 
and accessories to functional hunting apparel. For more information, contact Rachel Barringer by 
email at Rachel.Barringer@blaser-group.us or by phone at (210) 377-2527. Company’s website:  
www.blaser.de/us/
 Booth No.: 1823 Donor’s Valuation: $7,000

XX016 Artwork - Sculpture
Original Bronze Sculpture Titled 
‘African Lord’ Fred Boyer 
Fred Boyer Studio has donated an 
original bronze sculpture titled ‘African 
Lord’. This beautiful, fully colored highly 
detailed sculpture is of an Eland Bull 
standing proud. Fred Boyer’s bronze 
wildlife sculptures have won awards 
and recognition worldwide. A living 
legend sculptor, Boyer’s work depicts 
nature frozen for a moment in time, 
portraying life in the wild as simple and 
ruthless, majestic and pure. The piece 
is 20in. x16in. x10in. on a 2in walnut 
base and weights approximately 50lbs. 
For more information, contact Fred 
Boyer by email at fred@fredboyer.com 

or by phone at 406-797-3386. Company’s website: www.fredboyer.com  
 Booth No.: 817 Donor’s Valuation: $5,250
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AUCTION BIDDING PROCEDURES AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Auction Program and Online Bidding Rules & Regulations
1. A bidder or bidder’s representative (designated individual must have written, notarized authorization from bidder stating maximum bidding price for each of the items 
of interest) must be registered and present during the auction to be eligible to bid. A person who bids on behalf of another person or group will be ultimately held responsible for 
payment in its entirety. SCI will restrict or refuse access to auctions to those who have an outstanding balance due or past due to SCI or SCIF for any reason. A person registered 
and bidding through the official SCI online auction will be considered to be registered and present for the auction.
2. All items auctioned are sold “as is.” SCI assumes no responsibility for the validity of the descriptions, authenticity or condition of any item donated for auction. SCI makes 
no warranty or guarantee, express or implied, regarding any property or service sold at auction including, but not limited to, any warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or 
merchantability. Values listed are as stated by donors and are not warranted by SCI for tax or any other purpose.
3. All items auctioned (whether goods or services) are acquired or obtained by SCI from third parties. The purchaser acknowledges that the items have not been inspected by SCI 
and that the purchaser is advised, in the case of firearms, knives, bows, bullets or other hunting equipment, to secure a competent inspection and test of the goods before use. No 
services auctioned are to be, or will be, performed by SCI.
4. After bidding for an item offered during a live auction concludes and the auctioneer designates a winning bidder, the designated winner (buyer), if present, must immediately 
agree to a Buyer’s Agreement. If the designated winning bidder bid online, the buyer  will have been deemed to agree to the Buyer’s Agreement by agreeing to abide and be bound 
by SCI’s auction or other polices during the online auction registration process and subsequently bidding or paying for the item. Buyer’s Agreements for silent auctions conducted 
online will also be deemed to have been executed when the designated winner agrees to be bound by SCI’s auction or other policies during the online auction registration process 
and subsequently bids or pays for an item. For silent auctions not conducted electronically, the Silent Auction Bid Sheet is considered the Buyer’s Agreement to purchase the 
indicated item. All signatures on Buyer’s Agreements, Silent Auction Bid Sheets and Silent Auction Sealed Bid Forms, and indications that the buyer accepts SCI’s policies for online 
purchases, are legal and binding. SCI is not party to and will not recognize changes, additions or deletions to any auction description agreed to by the buyer and donor.
5. By making a purchase, the purchaser waives any claim for liability against SCI or the donor of any property or service, and neither SCI nor the donor is responsible for any 
personal injuries or damages to property that may result from the utilization of any property or services sold. If any action or claim is made against SCI by an individual, entity, or 
state, local, federal, foreign or political body for any matter whatsoever arising from the use of the auctioned items. or any actions or parties conducting business with respect to the 
auctioned items, the donor and/or purchaser will pay SCl’s attorneys’ fees and costs and will hold SCI harmless from any judgment thereon.
6. By making a purchase, the purchaser agrees that:
a. The auction and purchases made at the auction shall be governed in all respects, whether as to validity, construction, capacity, performance or otherwise by the laws of the State 
of Arizona, except as preempted by federal law and that venue for any and all actions, including litigation, mediation and/or arbitration, shall be in Pima County Arizona.
b. Any dispute or action arising out of or relating to the Auction and purchases made at the Auction shall first be submitted to mediation before a mediator mutually agreed to by 
the Parties, with said mediation to be held in Pima County, Arizona. If mediation is unsuccessful, then such dispute or claim shall be submitted to final and binding arbitration in 
accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association or other appropriate standard relating to disputes arising out of contract, before one arbitrator, with said arbitration 
to be held in Pima County, Arizona.
7. If, during a live auction, a final bid for an item is erroneously taken from two bidders, the bidding is closed to everyone else except those two bidders. The high bidder 
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the purchaser. The auctioneer shall have the sole and final discretion to determine the successful bidder in any auction. At each live 
auction, there will be designated bid spotters in the audience, and it is the responsibility of the bidder to direct bids to the nearest spotter. The auctioneers and spotters will make 
every attempt to acknowledge all desired bids, but SCI is not responsible for any missed bids or bids that fail to be executed.
8. All auction items purchased at other than the Saturday Night Auction must be paid for in full before close of show on Saturday, the last day of the Convention. Auction items 
purchased at the Saturday Night Auction must be paid for before the official close of the Saturday Night Auction. Arrangements for the removal of all items must be made before 
the close of the Saturday Night Auction. Successful bidders may, during or immediately following the auction, present their copy of the Buyer’s Agreement to the Auction Payment 
Counter, where they may pay by cash, check or credit card. Checks should be made to SCI- First for Hunters (SCI) and must be drawn on a U.S. bank and in U.S. dollars. Visa, 
MasterCard, Diner’s Card, Discover and American Express are accepted. Items purchased through an online auction will be shipped by the online shipping representative and fees 
are the responsibility of the purchaser. Any auction items that have not been paid for by the close of the Saturday Night Auction may be subject to a 10% surcharge, which will be 
added to the winning bid and this total will then become the purchase price. Any items not removed by the close of the convention will deposited with a third-party shipper. Shipping 
arrangements and costs will be the responsibility of the buyer in every case. Any bidder/purchaser who leaves his/her purchases at the convention does so at his/her own risk. SCI 
is not responsible for any item not removed from the convention by the winning bidder/purchaser.
9. SCI may allow bidders to bid online by establishing an account and providing payment information through our third-party online auction representative. An absentee online bidder 
must be a member of SCI and additionally pay the daily convention registration fee for the day of the auction of the items to be bid on. Bids submitted online, prior to a live auction, 
are absentee bids that must be executed on the bidders’ behalf by an SCI representative and recognized and accepted by an auctioneer during the live auction. Neither SCI nor its 
employees or agents will be held responsible for bids that fail to be executed or accepted.
10. SCI may conduct silent auctions by electronic means or on paper, using bid sheets. SCI may also, at its discretion, require that all bids submitted during the last thirty minutes 
of a silent auction be submitted on a sealed bid form. The highest bid for each item will be determined from a combination of all open and sealed bids, with the highest bid winning. 
If two or more sealed bids are for the same amount, the winning bid will be determined by the time of the bids, with the earlier bid winning. Illegible bids or bids without complete 
information will not be accepted or executed. When silent auctions are held by sealed bids, sealed bids will be available for inspection after the results of the auction are published.
11. ALL SALES ARE FINAL ALL TANGIBLE GOODS PURCHASED AT THE SCI AUCTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO THE CURRENT STATE AND LOCAL SALES TAX RATES. THERE 
WILL BE NO EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS on items or services. Unless otherwise indicated, all auction items must be claimed, and all services and hunts must be used within 
one year of the date of the purchase at auction. Dates and times for applicable items are to be arranged at the mutual convenience of the donor and winning bidder/purchaser.
12. IT IS THE PURCHASER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO CONTACT THE DONOR REGARDING PURCHASED ITEMS, SERVICES OR HUNTS and to make all arrangements for hunt 
dates and the application of necessary of paperwork for licenses and permits. SCI is not, and will not act as, a conduit or channel of communications between the purchaser and 
donor. After the hunt has been completed the purchaser must complete a hunt report form and submit it to the Convention Department, Auction Program.
13. Items may be removed from the Auction Distribution Room only by presenting a claim check, which is issued to the purchaser at the time of payment. Auction items may be 
claimed in the Auction Distribution Room following each auction. On-site shipping will be available through a representative. Fees will be quoted and will be the responsibility of 
the purchaser.
14. Although SCI has made every effort to ensure the quality of donated hunts and trips, it cannot, and does not, guarantee the satisfaction of either the donor or the purchaser.
15. SCI reserves the right to withdraw any donated hunt from the auction that does not receive a bid at the minimum of 50% of its stated value and offer it to the last high bidder at 
50% of its stated donor value before determining that a withdrawal is necessary. If the last highest bidder rejects the offer, the hunt may be considered a no sale and withdrawn.. 
The Auctioneer shall have the sole and final discretion to determine the sale of a donated hunt.
16. Some hunts are subject to VAT and GST tax liabilities. Often these taxes are due and payable before a hunt can be taken. Other items may be subject to sales taxes. SCI does 
not assume responsibility for these fees. Please verify amounts with donor and check with the local government where a hunt s to be taken to validate tax rates.
17. All firearm (excluding some types of muzzleloader and bow) purchases made during the convention will be subject to the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993. 
After the close of the convention all firearms purchased at an SCI auction or won in an SCI raffle will be returned to the SCI Tucson offices and shipped to the purchaser’s federally 
licensed dealer of choice. Purchaser must provide SCI with an original signed copy of the dealer’s or their own federal firearm license (FFL) and a copy of the paid auction statement 
before shipment can be made. All shipping costs are the responsibility of the purchaser.
18. SCI has been advised that donated ‘”worked” ivory may be sold at its auctions if certain conditions apply. “Worked” ivory must not have been imported under any permit that 
prohibits the sale of that ivory. Most hunting trophies have come into the U.S. under permits that prohibit sale and cannot be sold. Prospective buyers of ivory should consult local 
law to ensure that possession of imported ivory is allowed.
19. The terms and conditions set forth in the Auction Buyer Policy and the Auction Hunt Policy are hereby incorporated herein by reference.
The purchaser’s acceptance of the Buyer’s Agreement, online terms and conditions, Silent Auction Bid Sheet, or Silent Auction Sealed Bid Form signifies and guarantees that the 
purchaser has read and understands these Auction Program Rules and Regulations, the Auction Buyer Policy and the Auction Hunt Policy, and the purchaser accepts and agrees 
to completely abide by and be legally bound by all the terms, conditions, rules and regulations for the Auction Program.






